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Introduction 

Founded in 1703 by the Head of Russia, Tsar Peter the Great, the city 
served as his main seat and thus the capital of the country until 1918, 
when the government moved to Moscow. Its triple change of name from 
Saint Petersburg (Sankt Peterburg in Russian language, 1703) to Petro-
grad (1914), then to Leningrad (1924) and back to Saint Petersburg 
(1991) refer to the complex political legacy, characterizing the city as a 
one in a permanent transition. Due to its iconic cultural heritage and 
position on several water bodies (canals, the delta of the river Neva and 
the Baltic sea), the city is nicknamed Venice of the North. 

The research-based seminar focuses on mapping the contemporary 
situation of St. Petersburg, with regards to its rich historical heritage, 
partly as an exemplary (though extraordinary and quite special) post-
socialist (Russian) city. Initial survey of different layers of the city 
(housing, identity and image, culture, soviet heritage, geography or 
public spaces) resulted into a reader with maps, a kind of atlas of the 
contemporary city landscape. 

St. Petersburg is the second largest and the se-

cond most populous city in Russia, the city with 

triple change of name, the city in a permanent 

transition, once the capital of the country, 

the city with a complex political and cultural 

legacy, the Venice of the North. 

In this research-based seminar we observed, map-

ped, critically evaluated and finally visualized 

various layers of the city, be it infrastructure, 

housing, identity, culture, soviet heritage, 

geography, greenery, or public space.

These topics, closely related to the urban plan-

ning and architecture, were discussed within a 

broader context of today’s post-socialist city 

and its socio-cultural, political, economic, 

and environmental conditions.

The outcome formed this reader with maps, a kind 

of an atlas of the contemporary city landscape.

St. Petersburg
From the German Point of View

Markéta Březovská
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Mission Statement

We observed, mapped and drawn different layers of the contemporary 
city landscapes of St. Petersburg, be it geography, demography, econo-
my, power or politics – in respect to urban planning and architecture of 
the city. As a matter of interpretation these landscapes vary, depending 
on diverse individual or collective narratives and urban myths formed by 
and perceived through different (inter)national media, families living 
there, short-time visitors or foreign observers. To gain a broader 
perspective, we worked parallel to and consulted our reasearch results 
with colleagues from the Siberian Federal University in the Russian 
city of Krasnoyarsk. 

In order to communicate gained knowledge, we visualized relevant 
information and leading arguments of each of the discussed topics 
in a graphical way: in form of this atlas. Individual chapters of the atlas 
summarize our observations and findings, including personal editing 
of the collected data, their critical evaluation and conclusion – all in 
an accessible, popularly scientific way. 

The graphical outcome of the atlas is subjected to everyone‘s individual 
interpretation and includes – next to the maps within the given layout – 
also diagrams, pictograms, schemes, collages or comics of free choice.

The is based on a variety of sources. On one hand on the quantitative 
ones (“hard data” like numbers and facts or statistics of the World 
Bank and Censuses) and on the other hand on the qualitative ones 
(“soft data” like opinions and attitudes in form of movies, 
literature, interviews or paintings). 

And finally, all elaborated topics closely related to the urban planning 
and architecture of today‘s St. Petersburg and its very specific 
geoprahical, socio-cultural, political, economic, and environmental 
conditions are also put into a broader context of our globalized world.

Figures

01   Lassi Kurkijärvi. Colour on the Streets 
of St Petersburg. 7 June 2009. Licensed 
under Public Domain via Commons. 
Attribution-NonCommercial 2.0 Generic (CC 
BY-NC 2.0). Viewed 4 September 2015. 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/lassi_kurki-
jarvi/3622671813
02   Lassi Kurkijärvi. The Peter and Paul 
Fortress. 6 June 2009. Licensed under 
Public Domain via Commons. Attribution-
NonCommercial 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC 
2.0). Viewed 4 September 2015. https://
www.flickr.com/photos/lassi_kurkijar-
vi/3622598955 
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01 Scene of St. Petersburg 
Authors‘ own Illustration, 2015
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*Aleksandr Sergeyevich Pushkin - one of the greatest 
Russian writers and representatives of Russian 
romantism.

*Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky - Russian writer and 
philosopher. One of the most influential novelists of the 
Russian existentalism and realism.

Life on the scene vs life on the backstage 

St. Petersburg is a city of very different scales. Everything about it is 
colossal, built with incredible, verve palaces, theaters and temples are 
gigantic and compelling, channels are intricately carved to connect the 
42 islands of the city, avenues which are four lanes broad are running 
in each direction, curbs are high for two stairs , subway stations look 
like underground palaces and finally, there is the mighty river Neva, 
which could easily fit few others from the south of the continent. 
Walking around, it is incomprehensible to understand that in the city 
of such an incredible scale ( Fig. 04 ) must live people and not giants, 
as if only giants could feel like home there. But the city doesn‘t exclu-
des ordinary men. On the contrary, it fascinates and attracts everyone. 
In this charisma the hand of the founder can be seen” - Tsar Peter, 
who had his idea put into practice, though it seemed that in this 
swampy area one could never have created such a great city. But 
once you step into the backyard ( Fig. 05) , you will see a completely 
different world. From the outside, a house can resemble buildings 
from the works of Pushkin*, but inside, the yard will immediately look 
like courtyards of Dostoyevsky*. St. Petersburg yards, even (or perhaps 
especially) in the center of the urban core, hide the truth from the times 
before the „enlightment”.

The history of St. Petersburg is as dynamic as its 

present one . Peter the Great's foundation of the 

city in 1703 was a part of his larger plan of the 

westernization of Russia. In just four centuries, 

St. Petersburg has gained many architectural 

icons,which left at the present time a large 

impact on the city's image and affected visitors' 

perception of it. The city was built according to 

strict rules. The staged design approach was a 

very consistent and one can easily compare it to 

the designing rules in Paris. Out of the other 

hand, nowadays we can observe new ways of creating 

the image of the city such as construction by 

subsequent contrasting zones, industrial districts 

and residential areas, creating contrasting 

backstage.

The City of Contrasts:
Living in Theatrical Scenography

Jan Kądziela
Gabriela Kowalczyk



Stage vs Backstage

classical image - protected area by UNESCO

industrial area

housing area

new image - Gazprom Tower

02   Theater on the city scale
Authors‘ own Illustration, 2015 
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03   Theater on the neighboorhood s cale
Authors‘ own Illustration, 2015 
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Venice of North? 

St. Petersburg is called Venice of North because of its many canals 
dissecting the city and buildings designed by Italian architects. 
St. Petersburg was founded on a reclaimed swamp on a system of 
canals and rivers. As a result, street layout is preserved to this day. 
Islands and islets (the largest is Wasiliewski Ostrow) are connected 
by 580 bridges, including 20 drawbridges. The image of the ideal city 
created by the Tsar (Fig. 06) with a great attention to every detail, not 
entirely fulfilled its role. Great spaces dominated by monumental 
buildings pushed to the margins visions of Venice of North. Many 
channels do not fulfill their role as recreational spaces of the city. 
Often forgotten and separated from the main walking routes, formed 
in unfriendly, contrasting spaces (Fig. 07) that are not available for 
residents and tourists.
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04 Frontstage: Hermitage - main facade, 
Josep Renalias, 2008
05 Backstage: Backyard of the city house, 
Sergey Nemanov, 2004

Building the same story over the years

In St. Petersburg do not make sense to resemble anything, everything 
shines with the same brilliance as in the days of Peter. You can refer 
the impression that here the history is like a missed one. Living in 
St. Petersburg on Nevsky Prospect and walking only in the center, 
you would think that in there were no Soviet Union. The splendor and 
richness of the architectural structures that blows lots of carvings, 
statues and varied facades and columns. That is making in a viewer 
a felling of „being part of scenery“, you can not escape the impression 
that the city is a mock-up and people - pawns.
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*Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol - Russian writer of Ukrainian 
origin, poet, playwright and journalist, a classic of 
Russian literature. Gogol became famous as the author 
of comedies of manners and songs of life, "the little 
people".

06 Plan: Historical plans of Tshar, Makhayev 
Kachalov, 1753
07 Reality: Todays‘ view of the canals, Lito, 
2007

 

Where are the residents? In these monumental buildings? In these 
externally renovated tenement houses of the aristocracy? On the 
representative squares? In St. Petersburg there are also blocks of flats 
and new settlements, whose inhabitants despite the distance which is 
separating them from the city center, with which they are strongly 
identifying. Nowadays St. Petersburg faces new challenges. 
The rapid development and revitalization of many brown elds makes 
at the center what was once creating new spaces, twisting it and build 
a new image that is continuing the tradition of iconic contrast. Nikolai 
Gogol* in the novel „Nevsky Prospekt“ wrote that on the street 
everything is a illusion, everything is a dream, nothing is what it seems. 
The contrast is conventional?
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Epilog

Writers often portray St. Petersburg as a place of mystery that inevitably 
draws in one for better or worse and transforms one‘s soul for better 
or worse. Tourists describe the city alternately as dirty or brilliant, 
rarely, they have no opinion. As Lisa Horner and John Wilson said 
in „St. Petersburg: Russia‘s Vortex of change”: „Its atmosphere is 
formed from the whirlwind of present activity and the ghosts of past 
extremes. The result is a curious combination of rush and stillness 
and the knowledge that while you stand on the peaceful palace and 
park-line streets, around you the massive forces of a renewing change 
are blowing in new events that history will record.“3
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01   Nevsky Prospekt, Ruslan Evilicio, 2011

What is Public Space in St. Petersburg?

The understanding of Public Space in Saint Petersburg is very different 
from what the Western European might think of, even though the city 
is considered the most European of Russian cities. 

We have identified two kinds of public spaces: The first one was 
planned under Peter I along with the representative buildings of 
the city. They often serve the purpose of meeting places because of 
their distinguishable features. The other one has developed over time, 
organized randomly by the inhabitants of the city for a specific 
purpose such as art events.

Furthermore, the meeting places of locals often differ from those of 
visitors. While some prefer to check famous landmarks such as the 
Hermitage Museum and the Peter and Paul Fortress off their list,1 
others would rather experience the more intimate but lively atmosphere 
of backyards, hidden hot spots and centers of creativity.2 Many of those 
hidden places need to be accessed via zigzag routes so the uninformed 
guest remains unable to find them. In contrast to that, the most 
important and lively boulevard is easily accessible to anybody and 
a large number of the most visited public spaces is loosely arranged 
around it.

Accessability is generally a big criterium by which the public spaces can 
be told apart. If you do not know someplace or are unable to get there 
it does not appear on your mental map. That is why tourists tend to 
follow pre-drawn routes. They simply wish not to get lost. Some citizens 
of St Petersburg use shortcuts through backyards and smaller streets. 
They are less afraid of secluded spots and have more time to explore 
their surroundings and wander around their city.

Public Spaces: Old and New

Being the second largest city in Russia, St 

Petersburg is a centre of culture, economics and 

political activity. The population consists mainly 

of Russians; however, Tourism is nowadays a 

significant part of city life. People from both 

the country and the entire world visit „Piter“. 

The great variety of historical heritage and 

cultural events attracts both demographics alike.

But how do people move around the city? Where do 

they meet, and what is special about the public 

spaces in St Petersburg? 

Sofiya Bakanova
Therese Wolff
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02   Density of Public Spaces of St 
Petersburg, Author‘s own Illustration, 2015 

District Borders
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Most important Railway Stations
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03   Public Spaces in the City Centre, 
Author‘s own Illustration, 2015 

Gathered in the Center

The public spaces can be found all around the city. Their nature 
depends on their surroundings. In the innermost circle of the city, 
the Central District, public spaces work differently from those in the 
suburbian ring that surrounds the industrial belt. Our focus is on the 
most central public spaces that are being visited by both locals and 
tourists and often connected with each other. Public spaces in the 
periphery are mostly unknown to the tourists which makes the 
situations difficult to compare.

The public spaces are found in high numbers around the Nevsky 
Prospekt, which by itself can be considered as one of them, around 
the Neva River and the Canals. The Metro, an established transportation 
system, enables people to quickly access these hot spots.

District Spaces are almost nonexistent. In the city center, though, 
parks, squares and landmarks can be found regularly, inviting to meet, 
experience events and relax. The rooftops are offering a hidden view of 
Saint Petersburg for those who know how to get there.3 Places in front 
of the landmarks are mostly of interest to tourists. Strict rules and 
regulations are omnipresent here: things that are normal in other 
European cities such as gatherings or demonstrations are not (easily) 
allowed in seemingly free public spaces - a remnant of the city‘s past.4 
Shopping and wandering around the city are among the most popular 
activities of both locals and tourists.

Park

Squares

Nightlife

Metro / RailwayWater

Area of Influence
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04   Tourist Routes, Author‘s own Illustrati-
on, 2016

A Day in the City for...

Family Brown, upper middle class, three children, 
from Miami, Florida, U.S.A.

1. Hotel
2. Nevsky Prospekt
3. Kazansky Cathedral
4. Gostinij Dvor
5. Mikhailovskij Palace
6. Our Savior on the Blood Cathedral
7. Moyka Embankment
8. Palace Square
9. Old Stock Exchange and Rostral Columns
10. Senate Square
11. Hotel

Lucas White, 28, Writer from London, U.K.

1. Hostel (10.00 am)
2. Rooftop excursion (11.00 am)
3. New Holland (1.00 pm - 6 pm)
4. Bolshaja Morskaja Embankment
5. Café, Nevsky Prospekt (7.00 pm)
6. Hostel (1.00 am)

Lucas White

Family Brown

Hot Spots

1

1

2

2

3

3

44

5
5

6

7

8

9

10
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05   Locals‘ Routes, Author‘s own llustration, 2016

Anna Mishina, 23, Art Student

1. Home, 1st Line of Vasilevskij Island
2. Academy of Arts (8.00 am)
3. Creative Loft,Milionnaja 22  (4.00 pm)
4. Nevsky Prospekt
5. Palace Prospekt
6. University Embankment  (8.30 pm)
7. Home (10.00 pm)

Witaly Nikulov, 37, Real Estate Agent

1. Home
2. Work (9.00 am - 6.00 pm)
3. Mariinsky Theatre (7.00 pm)
4. Nevsky Prospekt 
5. Home (10.00 pm)

Witaly Nikulov

Anna Mishina

Hot Spots

Movement

streets

Hot Spots

landmarks

creative spaces
backyards

Tourists

Locals

1

2

1

2

3

3

4

4

5

6
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06   Overlapping areas of Tourist and Local 
Routes, Author‘s own Illustration, 2016

07   Overview in Context, Author‘s own 
Illustration, 2016

1

2

4
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Overlapping Areas and Old and New Public Spaces

The first thing that makes St Petersburg special are first of all, are 
unique internal public spaces6. Usually, most malls and libraries are 
considered internal public spaces but here there are also cultural 
facilities, organized by the locals themselves to support artists. 
As a result, a community of creative people is forming, who help 
and inspire each other.
Second, there are its embankments. St Petersburg is often called 
„the Venice of the North”7 not only because of the influence of Italian 
Architects in the city but also because of what Rivers and Canals 
mean to their citizens. Each of the embankments has its own 
interesting history.

Mutual Places of Interest, based on the analysed routes

1) University Embankment
2) Palace Prospekt
3) Nevsky Prospekt
4) Bolshaja Morskaya Embankment

Locals

The routes differ from day to day. Though there is a fixed way for work, 
the movement in the locals‘ free time is more erratic and random. 
They let themselves wander through the city, using their experience 
as a guide. They tend to focus on less hot spots in one day and spend 
more time in one place. The Nevsky Prospekt, river embankments, 
Shopping Malls, Theaters and Parks are popular along with creative 
spaces. 

Tourists

The routes are limited to short time spans (two days to a few weeks). 
The movement is cyclic, following a scheduled way, or assisted by maps 
and guides. The tourist families we analysed do not stay long in the 
same place but try to see and experience as many things as possible. 
There is another kind of tourists; those who visit St Petersburg to 
experience certain events such as the White Nights, the days around 
Summer Solstice when the sun does not set.5 Sometimes they follow 
tips from locals to see less known locations and experience a different 
view of the city. 

Witaly Nikulov

Anna Mishina

Hot Spots

Mutual Places of 
Interest

Lucas White

Family Brown
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08   Roof Terrace, Loft Project ETAGI 
2007-2015

09   Palace Square, Insider Tour, ,2016 

Loft Conversion: Etagi‘s Terrace8

A five-story building which used to be a bakery now is the oldest loft 
project in Saint Petersburg. Is was founded in 2007. Every floor has its 
own specific theme: art galleries, media rooms, cafes, hostels, roof 
terraces. It hosts various kinds of art exibitions, such as political ones 
like „Protest“ or international ones like „World Press Photo“.
It is a place where contemporary art can be expressed in any way. 
It is attracting more and more attention of visiting tourists, who are 
interested in a different side of Saint Petersburg.
The artists in Etagi are very aware that their sanctuaries are a temporal 
thing, bound to disappear and get replaced by new hot spots after a 
few years, a fate that most new creative spaces in Saint Petersburg 
have in common.9

Palace Square

The „most prominent square“ of St Petersburg,10 Palace Square 
is mostly known for the landmarks that are connected to it, including 
the Winter Palace of Russian tsars which is now known as part of 
the Hermitage Museum, the Building of the General Staff, and the 
Alexander Column, a monument in the middle of the square. Palace 
Square also connects to the Nevsky Prospekt and the complex of 
the Admiralty. It was given its current form in the time of Alexander I 
as a monument to the Russian victory over Napoleon.11 Given its 
origin and central location in the city, it has been the setting of events 
of worldwide significance, including the Bloody Sunday (1905) and 
the October Revolution of 1917.12 

Today, Palace Square is used more for concerts or festivals such 
as Manifesta 10 (2014), the European biennial of contemporary art,13 
but still serves as a location for political events, rallies and official 
ceremonies.14,15 The historical significance is what gives this place its 
character, serving both as a representative element of St Petersburg 
and a popular meeting point of both locals and tourists.
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10   Responsibilities,

rooftops
backyards malls

embankments

squares

landmarks

parks

creative spaces

Author‘s own Illustration, 2016

Future Developments

In St Petersburg, the varieties of public space are numerous, and each 
one of them has a different quality. Shapes and sizes are not the only 
factor here. It is also of importance who feels responsible for a certain 
place and, even more, who is actually responsible for it by means of 
money and maintainance.

The public spaces maintained by the city government are usually the 
most representative ones, which makes sense since the city wants to 
show its best side. The new public spaces that emerged in a more 
localized context tend to be more individual and privatized. They are 
often kept alive not just by the owners but also locals who volunteered 
to support them with their money, time and creativity. Their dependence 
on demand and local support is why they are usually more short-lived 
than traditional public spaces. The upside is that new public spaces can 
develop faster and in more variety. The internet is playing a big role 
here, enabling people to coordinate and advertise their respective 
projects.

Traditional and new public spaces can merge and change over time. 
The inhabitants of St Petersburg are moving to a new understanding of 
their city, taking charge of places they had not initially been able or 
allowed to manage and change. They are applying new functions and 
meanings to places that had not even been accessible to the larger 
public before, such as backyards or rooftops. In general, a growing rate 
of indoor and outdoor space is getting privatized.16

However, there is still a lot of potential for new kinds of public spaces. 
The development over the last few years shows that this change will go 
on, spawning new projects; big if the city or a large business is planning 
them, smaller if locals band together to realize them. The heritage of 
St Petersburg‘s public spaces will probably always be there but it will 
be completed and complemented by those creative, project-based 
spaces, giving the city an overall more colorful and flexible character 
than before.

Privatized

City Government

Locals

Overlapping spaces
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01   Saint Petersburg

Young Russia

After the collapse of the Sovjet Union in 1991 the birthrates in Russia 
sank drastically.1 Also due to the invention of the contraceptive pill the 
population situation changed. Today even more people live in the city 
than in the countryside.
In Russia live 146,5 million people,2 which makes it the 9th biggest 
country in the world by population index.3

Meanwhile in Saint Petersburg live about 5 million people.4 It is, after 
Moscow, the second biggest city in the country. 
Thanks to medical inventions and the global connection, thanks to the 
internet, the russian population gets older and westernizes. 
The contemporary average age expectation is 65 years for men an 77 
years for women. The population is assembled by about 46% men an 
54% women with an average age of 39 years.5, 6

There are four population groups which seem to get more attention in 
the upcoming years. Not only by the russians but also by all the world 
anywhere else. These are old people, handicapped people, L.G.B.T.s 
(lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgenders) as well as sustainability 
orientated people like vegetarians and vegans.

Annegret Probst The Diversity of Russia

How is it to be different in Russia? Acceptance is 

a big point in the daily life. For everyone. But 

what if you are not „normal“ and don‘t match the 

average. But what is the average? 

There are things in life you decide yourself 

and others can not be influenced by you. In some 

situations you got pushed in by society and 

political conditions. Being yourself ist not 

always easy; uncomfortable situations can result. 

It is basic to  understand others to create a 

working community. A colourful and manifold 

collective.
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Old people often life in the suburbs and rarely get partof the daily life. 
Living is there more affordable. But medical care takes place in the city center.

Meanwhile the most leisure time activities happen in the center of Saint Petersburg.

11   map of deprived population groups in Russiadeprived population groups

residential areas for old people

institutions for handicaped people

locations for vegans and vegetarians

locations lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transsexuals
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12   Old man

Russia grows

In Russia the average retirement age for men is 60 years. For women 
it‘s 55 years.7 This has not changed since the newest form of the 
russian pension system in 2002.8.1, 8.2 Today even more people get older. 
Because the children usually left their homes for educational and work 
related reasons, parents are left alone. If they can‘t afford their own 
apartments anymore, because of their low pension they get or their less 
savings, or if they have any disabilities they go in to a nursing home. 
These mostly are outside the center of the city or even in the suburbs. 
Those institutions often are very unpretensious and sometimes even 
can be compared to a psychiatric clinic.9 They get locked out of the city 
and its daily life. 
The number of private senior houses is expected to triple in the next 
three years. A lot of investors see their chance not only to help people 
but also to make money. Especially finnish companies, which are well 
known in Russia for their good health care system and medical inven-
tions, see their opportunity to break into this market.10
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13   Disabled in Russia

Russia started to put together the puzzle pieces

About 9% of the russian population has a disability. This is understood 
as physical, mental and intellectual disability but also old age. 
These are 13 million people which have problems in their daily life. 
Visual, mental and mobility handicaps restrict them in their work but 
also given urban circumstances cause difficulties. Getting from A to B 
mostly happens by taking public transportation which is not designed 
for handicapped people. Housing also poses problems. Recent laws 
shall lead into a better future with more acceptance and improve 
opportunities for the disabled. 
For children born with some kind of handicap it could mean that they 
will never get an education. Since this year there are experiments to 
integrate these children in „normal“ classes in a general school. The 
accessibility of houses for mobility disabled people is very complicated. 
A new building with an elevator is expensive and mostly not payable for 
those who need. 
Since the preparations for the Olympic winter games in Sochi there 
have not only been new norms and laws to renovate existing houses but 
also to build new buildings with standards similar to european ones.
Besides that there are also innovations of the public transportation 
system in the big cities like Moscow and Saint Petersburg. In the most 
frequent used metro stations in the inner city, for example, there are lifts 
which can be used by disabled people. These not only are wheelchair-
users but also parants with strollers. Special staff can also be called by 
phone for help.
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14   Gay couple kissing

Russia finally opens up

These days lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgender (L.G.B.T.s) seem 
to be accepted pretty well in Russia. Although LGBTs  don‘t have the 
same rights as heterosexuals the situation was not like this before.
In the 19th century homosexuals were sent in exile to Siberia for up to 
five years. Execution was a common solution for the „problem“. In the 
1930s Stalin recriminalized same-sex-relationships. Men were sent to 
prison and women were sent to a mental institution.16.1, 16.2 In 2013 a 
survey showed that 16% of Russians want gay people to be isolated 
from society, 22% want to force them to undergo treatment, and 5% 
want them to be „liquidated“.17

After the Revolution in 1989 and the legalization of homosexuality, this 
began to change.18.1, 18.2 Since then the acceptance of LGBTs grew. 
Russians are getting more open to new ways of lifes.
Today there are LGBT bars, discos, saunas and even travel agencies in 
Russia.e.g. 19 Moscow and Saint Petersburg, as the two biggest and most 
western russian cities, also allow to organize special events.
Although demonstrations and parades are not allowed, events like the 
international lesbian and gay film festival „Side by Side“ take place in 
Saint Petersburg since 2008.20,21 But russian films like „You I Love“ (by 
Olga Stolpovskaja, 2004), which deal with the topic, are more popular in 
the USA and Europe. Unfortunately in 2015 the only L.G.B.T. film festival 
in Russia has been cancelled. 22

3
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Russian president Vladimir Putin even said in a press conference in 
february 2007, that he „[...] respect[s] and will continue to respect [the] 
personal freedom in all its forms, in all its manifestations.“23

But „It would be foolish to interpret some new freedoms as tolerance,“ 
said Igor Kon, a sociologist who is Russia‘s best-known expert on 
sexual practices, and author of The Sexual Revolution in Russia.24 
Several artists come to Russia to make, live and celebrate their art and 
let other people be a part of it. In 2012 Madonna gave a concert in Saint 
Petersburg and took the opportunity to reach to the russian society and 
adress each one of them: „I am here to say that the gay community and 
gay people here and all around the world have the same rights – to be 
treated with dignity, with respect, with tolerance, with compassion, with 
love“.25 I am totally with her. „All are created equal“ as was written in the 
American Declaration of Independence as well as Martin Luther King Jr. 
said before.
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15   Gold medal winner Alexey Voevoda (jumping) in Sochi 2014

Russia expands its awareness

Humans are natural herbivores.26 Which means that they are designed 
to only eat and digest plant-based food. In the 20th century there was 
nearly no place to go as a vegan or vegetarian to eat in Russia. Not 
even in big cities like Moscow or Saint Petersburg. 
The sustainable movement has grown in the last four years thanks 
to globalization. Today about 4% of the russian call themselves 
vegetarians.27 Today being vegetarian or vegan is more accepted 
than years before. However this is still a trend; mostly young people, 
especially in the design and fashion segment, are a part of this move-
ment. 
Statistics, made by the government, show that only 25% of the popula-
tion exercises regularly.28 The leading causes of death, in Russia as well 
as in the world, are heart disease, cancer, strokes, cardiovascular 
diseases, diabetes, osteoporosis and obesity which can be prevented 
by the right life style.29.1, 29.2, 29.3, 29.4

As studies and statistics show life expectancy and quality of life 
rise the less animal products are consumed.e.g.30

Also high performance athletes decide to go vegan or vegetarian. 
Alexey Voevoda, a bobsledding and arm-wrestling athlete from russia, 
who became a vegan eating only raw food, won a Olympic gold medal 
for his bobsledding performance in Sochi 2015.31 
In an interview with the Moscow Times he said that „his role as one of 
the ambassadors of the Games is to promote sport, to encourage 
people to adopt a healthy lifestyle“.32
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16   Saint Petersburg in words

Russias way into a new age

Russias awareness grows day by day. Maybe slower than in some other 
countries but the trend can clearly be seen.

Thanks to the world community and the oportunity to connect with 
people all over the world Russia and especially Saint Petersburg wes-
ternize very quickly. Society and politics equaly move forward.

Old people will be more integrated into the society and daily life in the 
future by implementing new living forms and medical inventions as well 
as foreign investments.

For disabled people it will be easier in the future to be integrated into 
the community thanks to more acceptance by the people but also by 
more possibilities to be part of the crowd given by political decisions.

Life quality will increase in the future. Knowledge about heallth reaches 
even more people and gives them the opportunity to take action and 
adapt their lifestyle to life a fullflled and satisfied life.

With the world wide attention for the L.G.B.T. community maybe the 
laws against will be changes for their and everyones good. There is 
nothing more important to live and let live in peace.
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Serving the people... 

At the end of the 1960s, the government of the Sowjet Union decided 
to boost the concrete industry in the context of the state-directed 
economy. First of all, for the gain of work spaces and the huge amount 
of buildings they were constructing for the rising russian population. 
Short time later, in the 70s, they used the high amount of ferroconcrete 
factories to build construction site fences. They were cheaper than full 
steel fences and provided much more effective protection against 
terrorism and spying. They were even planned as bomb secure. After 
the end of the USSR, they still had the concrete factories which were 
producing these fences, so they kept producing it. Today the fences 
are thinner and cheaper than they used to and are used not only for 
construcion purposes. They became an important part of the face of 
the russian city. Their appearence now varies in many different styles 
and shapes.² 

Concrete Fences:
Heritage Hidden in Shells

„This fence is not the greatest thing I did. And 

what it has become swarmed literally the whole 

country, I do not really understand why.“ 

-Boris Lachman, the designer of the concrete fence

You cannot walk through Saint Petersburg without 

noticing a lot of walls. There is one fence 

especially that grabs your attantion because 

of its unusual pattern: It resembles the schell 

of a turtle. So what is the deal with these walls? 

Why is it bothering and fascinating us at the same 

time? A simple fence and the story behind... 

Ruben Dietz
Thorben Dukar
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02   Localization of the Concrete Fences in SPB³

Concentration of the Concrete Fences

Pulkovo Airport

Shuvalovo (Luxury Datscha)
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03   Concrete Fence „PO-2“, 
drawing based on plans of Boris Lachman

Losing Controll - Thoughts of an inventor

„One of our objectives was to develop a construction fence. It was 
required to make it what is called ‚èstetikalli èkspektabl‘. I made three 
sketches, all very nice. For example, there was one fence, imitating 
stonework fences. But somehow, they chose the easiest. Maybe they 
enjoyed this play of lights and shadows? Maybe they liked the fact that 
this form is cleaning itself, so that dust and dirt are washed off by rain.“ 
[...] 
„The changes were without my participation. Somehow it was up-
graded. They added a skirt, altered dimensions – but all without me. For 
the designs, I‘ve got a bronze medal, which came together with 50 
rubles. Money is something issued immediately, but the award itself 
brought me to America after 10 years. That‘s the only thing that is left 
from my past: I was not allowed to take any drawings with me!“ 
[...] 
„This fence is not the greatest thing I did. And what it has become 
swarmed literally the whole country and I do not really understand why. 
You say concrete fences are banned in Moscow? (Decree of the 
Government of Moscow No. 370-RP of April 8, 1997 - authorizes const-
ruction sites in the city centre only to be protected by a metal grid 
fence) That was long overdue!“¹

Shuvalovo (Luxury Datscha)
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ELIZAROVSKA

Concrete concrete

The main appearance of soviet and post-soviet period concrete fences 
are the industrial areas, where they were used as protection barriers for 
factories. As seen on the map, the density is much higher around 
industrial property. 
Due to their low cost and availability they are spread all over the city 
and can also be found in non-industrial zones. In these areas they often 
do not cover a whole side of a parcel or yard, but appear as fragments 
of temporal construction sites which were never removed or as cheap 
replacement of broken parts of walls. 
The purple lines mark only ferroconcrete fences of the type PO-2 or 
similar, but in some cases these are parts of some sort of defensive 
lines made of 2-4 layers of walls and razorwire. Because of this military 
appearance USSR-type concrete fences are now no longer allowed to 
be placed down in for example Moscow City.3, 4

BUKHARESTSKAYA

VOLKOVSKAYA

LYUTERANSKOYE

PRAVOSLAVNOYE
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Residential Housing Areas

Concrete Fences
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04   Industrial Belt (Eastern Part) with the fences³
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05   Fence, GorVlad‘, 2011
06   „Emptiness.“, Kazimov S. 2011,

Dealing with the turtle 

Being confronted every day with this Soviet Heritage, most people of 
Saint Petersburg are accustomed with their heavy presence. Nonethel-
ess some citizens feel uncomfortable with the grey, repellent appea-
rance. It oes not surprise that many of the fences are nowadays painted 
in more friendly colors. This, however, is met with disregard by the city 
government. It seems to be one more reason for the younger generation 
to include the fences in street art projects or even in art exhibited in 
galeries. Forced to deal with these fences, the people of STB now have 
accepted them and even let them become emblematic for the city. And 
way further, people now start to identify with these pieces of history. 
In some souvenir shops they even sell fridge magnets and key pendants 
with small images of the PO-2 on it, followed by the Slogan „Welcome 
to St. Petersburg!“.5,6
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01   Advertisement everywhere, P. Flögel, 2015

51The Dream of own Flat 

Daniel Breitenbach
Philip Flögel Mi Casa, New Casa?

The Dream of own Flat

St. Petersburg is one of the most beautiful 

cities in the world. Due to its unique heritage 

and history it is one of the most visited cities 

on the globe. While moving through Saint 

Petersburg by metro, foot or other means of 

transport, one is constantly flashed by 

advertisement for new apartments. Why do these 

attractive pictures show a different offers then 

those in Western Europe? Is there a different rece-

pion of housing? How is the local housing situati-

on in general?

Publicity scrutiny

Most advertisement works through five different parts: the
visualization, floor plans, phone number, website, and the financial 
situation (Fig. 01). There is no sign of the location or surroundings 
of the site in the advertisement. To get this piece of information you 
need to phone the number or visit their website, where the information 
is then found. Seen from a Western European point of view, it is very 
difficult to gather all-important information. The first observation was 
that in nearly every case the financial situations were different, although 
the credit institute is the same in every case. However, the bigger the 
investment, the better the conditions you get.1

Four different types of new housing projects were chosen, varying in 
location, price, size and amenities. Three of the projects are found 
outside of St. Petersburg with a connection to the city center and only 
one was built at the edge of St. Petersburg´s centre as shown in Fig 02. 
Newly built structures are often only exclusively for sale, leaving renting 
an apartment out of the question. This and the suburb related areas 
again contrast the situation in Germany.2 

To find possible differences in opinions about housing a survey was 
made. To summarize, we created two examples representing 
participant’s answers. Their needs will be compared with those adver-
tised housing projects we collected subjectively moving through 
St. Petersburg.
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New Dwelling Projects / Example Cases and Distance to the City Centre
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02   New/Old Dwelling Projects and its relations, 
own graphic, 2016
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Housing Survey

To understand and elaborate the circumstance in Saint Petersburg the survey took place in December 2015. 
Participants of the survey were asked how their living conditions are today and if they would like to change 
their situation. Focusing on 25 inhabitants of St. Petersburg between the ages of 18 and 25 seeing them as 
the next potential tenant and buyer. The outcome, from our point of view, is very surprising. 92% of the peop-
le asked are living in self-owned apartments. Just as amazing is the strong will of buying, seen by many as 
safe investment, as well as the refusal of leasing. As shown in Fig. 03, half of the people asked, living in an 
new building like it, but are missing the social interaction with their neighbors. Also they desire a change in 
flat mostly because of the size of their appartment or the location. Where as half of the people living in a 
Soviet-Era building don’t like because of the condition of the buidling.

03   Results Housing Survey, own graphic, 2015

04   Criteria Importanace In Flat Choice, own graphic, 2016 05   Comparison Russia/Germany, own graphic, 2016
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06   Irinas living situation today, own graphic, 2016

Irina is a soon to be mother. The dwelling where she and her husband 
live in will be too small therefore they are looking to purchase a new 
apartment. Although both work, their budget is small, therefore a flat in 
the city center is out of the question. More importantly for both is to 
have a pre-school, a school, a doctor and recreational spaces nearby.
A good connection and infrastructure to the city center is also 
necessary to continue working. Their decision could be the newly built 
„Count Sloboda“ ( Fig. 04) because of the low price and good ameni-
ties.7 The credit for the 73sqm apartment is reasonable, first payment 
would be 2,003,000 RUB ( 23,273 EUR) and a monthly payment for the 
next 30 years at a rate of  32,059 RUB (373 EUR) with a 12% rate of 
interest.8 For these costs they will own a brand new appartment with 
Western European standards such as insulated windows, a suitable 
heating system including a 30-year warranty. However Irina has to 
change her city centre life.

Irinas living situation today
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Proposed new home for Irina

Count Sloboda 

- Train Station Antroshin 800 Meter from Site
- 5 Story building
- 30 Year warranty on Gas Boilers

4 512 000 RUB 
( 3 room appartment , 73 m² ) 

35 km 0,8 
km

0 m0 km 0,5 km

-

+

07   Location of Irina‘s old House and the 
Proposed new one, own graphic, 2016
08   Area Conditons of Proposed House for 
Irina: Count Sloboda, own graphic, 2016
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09   Olgas living situation today, own graphic, 2015

Olga lives with her parents and sibling in the city center of Saint Peters-
burg. She recently finished her studies and started working for a bank. 
Her dream is to own her own flat in the city center of St. Petersburg. 
With her new job and steady income she can afford her own place.
The only property near the city center is called „house of frunze“ 
(Fig. 05), a very luxurious choice. Located near the Obvodny Canal, 
a metro station and a good infrastructure of amenities, it is a prime 
property. Built out of the best materials and using the highest in 
EU standards makes it a very attractive proposal.9 Only the price leaves 
a lot to be desired. The apartment costs 12,750,000 RUB (148,549 EUR), 
the a mortgage would run 360 months with a monthly rate of 122,912 
RUB (1,432 EUR) and an interest rate of 11,4% per annum. This makes 
the proposal unreachable for Olga. If she could extend the duration of 
the mortgage by 720 months, the offer would be reasonable for her, not 
taking in account the first payment she has to make. The first payment 
would be 25% of the buying price, which in her case is 3,187,500 RUB 
(37,119 EUR).1 As a result it would take 90 years to pay off her mortgage, 
making it her own apartment. 

Olgas living situation today
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Proposed new home for Olga

House of Frunze
- 16 Storey Complex
- Parking availeble, but not included

- Ganrint placed in commonrooms and Entrence
- Solid reinforced Concrete structure
- Highly Insolated
- Engineering solutions made by 
  Finnish, German and Italian companys

12 750 000 RUB 
( 3 room appartment , 96 m² )

 3 km

-

+
0,3 km1 km 2 km

0,3 km 0,3 km 0,3 km

10   Location of Olga‘s old House and the 
Proposed new one, own graphic, 2016
11   Area Conditons of Proposed House for 
Olga: House of Frunze, own graphic, 2016
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12   Metro Advertisement. Flögel, 2015

Vicious housing circle 

The analysis of the survey showed the need for more housing structures 
(Fig. 03, 04). Developers perceived this fact and invested in new structu-
res, many new sites in the border and some in the city center. The size 
of the projects10 are comparable with city districts in Western Europe. 
Starting form 78811 up to 30.000410 apartment units for one project is a 
common amount in St. Petersburg, maximizing the profit range for 
developers. It seems that Developer’s don‘t concentrate much on susta-
inable solutions but rather on producing key facts for advertisement. 
Apparently it only matters that there is playground however quality falls 
short (Fig. 13). 

Of course the prices of the apartments in the city center are higher than 
apartments in the outskirts. The main problem facing a buyer of an 
apartment on the outskirts of St. Petersburg is the connection to the 
city center. 
The main purpose of this article is developing inexpensive housing on 
the outskirts in contrast to expensive housing in the inner city. Long 
journeys to work, suitable new amenities a reasonable mortgage com-
pare well with short travel distances and high-priced mortgages. High 
interest rates and low average income lead residents of St. Petersburg 
to move to the outskirts (Fig. 05). Which contradict their actual life 
preferences and the ideal „City of short distances“ (Fig. 06, 09).
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Participants of the survey are willing to buy new dwellings, but the 
existing market does not completely fulfill their need, creating a vicious 
circle; the urge of owning a new apartment, in a market with a deficit to 
fulfill needs. With regards to the survey, it appears, that the dream to 
own a new flat is stronger then practical circumstances. A lack in 
parking lots, long distances to the center and high interest rates can be 
named here. Evidently this different point of view contrasts that of 
German Students, who don’t even consider purchasing a flat. Also 
astonishing is love for old Soviet Homes even though they are rarely in 
good condition. The fewer levels and the social neighbourhood makes 
them attractive. Both can be hardly found in new projects. 
As long as people prefer to buy, there is no pressure on developers to 
plan for long-term cycles of buildings after they sell.  The only chance to 
break through this vicious circle, is to for people buying, to expect more 
from their new flat then the developers are currently offering.



age 22 21 23 20 22 23 24 23 24 23 19 24
job student Студентка Engineer/student economist Designer secretary civil engineer accountant Архитектор Programmer student designer
married No No No Yes No No No No No No No No
Do you have children No No No No No No No No No No No No
If  yes , how many? 0
Where are you living (Address , 
doesn’t have to be precise)?

Saint-Petersburg, nalichnaya 
street 

I live in the Nevsky district, near 
the subway, in new home Novoizmailovskii prospect St. Petersburg, M. Toreza Lenskaya St., Porokhovye municipal district, Krasnogvardeyskiy district

Bogatyrsky,  (metro station 
Kommendantsky prospect) Piskarevskiy prospekt СПб, ул. Курская д.5

historical city center in SaintP, 
Ligovskiy prospect St. Petersburg, Kondratievskiy pr.

Primorsky district.apartment 
complex-Юбилейный квартал SPb, Lahtinskaya

In what Building-Type is your 
located Flat?  ( Kruschovka , 
Komunalka , new mass housing  
etc. ) Panel house 1970-1980 A new residential complex Panel house Kruschovka Typical nine-storeyed flat block 1-ЛГ-504Д series panel housing

Khrushchyovka 
series 1 ЛГ-606-7М 
1967year Old fund with overhaul historical heritage new mass housing new mass housing reworked komunalka 

How many stories does your 
House have? : 12

The house has several sections 
and each section of different 
heights (14 to 22) 10 5 9 10 9 5 7 from 11 to 17 28 7

In what Kind of Flat are you 
living? ( shared / owned / 
rented ) own own Dormitory rented owned shared owned own rented owned owned Together
How many rooms are in your 
Flat? 3 1 1 1 3 kitchen, 2 rooms and hall 2 4 4 3 2 rooms 2
How Many people live there? 4 0 3 2 me and my parents (3) 2 and me 0 4 3 2 3

Do you have a Car – if yes 
,where you’re Parking? yes, near house In the courtyard I don't have a car no

My father has a car and he is parking it in his own garage in garage 
construction co-operative ("гаражно-строительный кооператив" or 
"гаражный кооператив") that located between Belorusskaya St. and 
Kommuny St. nearby place we live (about 1 km). In the front of our flat 
block there is Okey supermarket with parking. Due to lack of parking 
places in yard of the block people try to park their cars on the supermarket 
parking. The house was built in 1970-80s and obviously there is very a 
limited number of parking places. That is why cars are left everywhere in 
the sidewalks along the streets etc. It's usual to see traffic jams in nner 
courtyard of the building, because cars drive into the yard and leave it, the 
place is very narrow and they need to pass. also not so far ago the street 
was closed and drivers used the yard as a detour no

I have
on the sidewalk near the house нет i havent yes, in a yard or nearby No

Do you like your Flat? Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

What do you like about your 
Flat? 

A lot of windows, cosy apartment, 
wide walls Location, repair, space It's warm and clean

price of rent (6000 
roubles/month) nice home improvement

wide room, big kitchen, big 
windows

most of all I like about the apartment is that it 
goes to the end of 3 sides of the house: the 
northern, eastern and western, there is a lot of 
light in the daytime. big square

Large apartment and a large room 
in which I live space it's new.I like the complexs 

Being in the center, close to work and 
although she battered the time it felt a 
comfort!

What do you miss or don’t like 
about your Flat?

about 70m2, for 3 room apartment 
too small, kitchen is only 6m2 -

There is not enough space 
for living with 3 neighbors

Bath, kitchen and nice 
design

I do not like neighbors, the place I live is quite far from underground 
stations, extremely boring and dull environment (2 restaurants, 2 doner 
kebabs, mc'donalds, 1 mall, children library are all sightseeing, but what is 
crucial supermarkets, hypermarkets are located within easy reach from the 
flat block), lack of the place (3 rooms, but in block of that series three-room 
apartments are the smallest)

we have highway near by our 
house/  noisily

I don't like the fact that the house is made of 
concrete panels, constantly cracks in the joints, 
in the cold season to the apartment is cold, 
because it is on the edge, and it is stuffy 
because of the large number of radiators. I also 
don't like the kitchen area and the bathrooms 
are very small, but this is a typical problem. not like two adjoining rooms Hosts smoking

soundproofing, good windows, a better 
heating

dont like noizy neighbours.
too thin walls

Layout, their geometry. The light, the sun 
does not get into the room.

Do you like the Building? yes, but looks not really nice Да Yes no nothing attractive, just box not so much more like it than don't like да да yes yes д

What do you like about your 
Building and its surroundings?

close to subway, big yards with a 
lot of trees on the both sides of 
house, good neighbors , a lot of 
schools, kindergartens, small 
shops, really green zone, close to 
bay and close to beautiful small 
river where a lot of people cycle, 
run, chill out New nice house, well-kept yard

It's a good building which was 
reconstructed recently. There 
is a shops, mentro station, 
parks and anything else what 
I need not far away from my 
building. 

backyard with trees and 
flowers supermarkets are close

we have a child court inside the 
yard 

I like the way the building is located in the sides 
of the world and the fact that there are a lot of 
apartments, facing both east and west. Also 
there are lods of green spaces close to the 
house, there is gym, and Neva Embankment is 
about 15-minute walk.

Art der Architektur, ist der Park in 
der Nähe von

The building is historical heritage. 
All the necessities of life (drug 
stores, shoppin, and so on) next

good position in the city, not too far from 
center and with  good transport system, 
excluding metro=) 

development 
close to the sea

Only the facade) Well, the front is also 
quite nice) And else stucco on the walls)

What do you miss or don’t like 
in your Building or its 
surroundings

a small quantity of cafes and 
spaces for hobbies and relax -

Elevator can be used only for 
to move up, not down. food stores

in the yard of the block there is school. after all that Beslan and other 
terrorist shit, school was fenced and this step on the one hand is atempt to 
save children (but it's fucked school, no smart children there) so it's good 
but on the other hand there is no sports ground nearby except one that 
was fenced with school. and it sucks when u need to climb the fence 
because u want to make some exercises. also there is football pitch and 
this pitch is new. it was  built 2-3 y ago and there is extra fence that even 
harder to climb over. and if u do that then special fighting grandma, who 
protects school from terrorists LOL will call police and say that we planted 
a bomb. long story short - we don't have enough bars for pull-ups a lot of cars

The house is located next to a busy city highway 
because of that in the apartment noisy and a lot 
of dust and dirt all the time. There is no good 
places to go to eat or to drink a cup of coffe 
except 1.

I do not like: Nearby is the district 
court, because of this in the yard 
consistently cars are parked

It smells of exhaust fumes from 
cars.
Few green spaces, no place to 
walk.
Nowhere to walk the dog

parking places, somewhere we have walls 
of aerated concrete instead bricks, it is hard 
to place something on it (like a lamp) more noncommercial buses Repairing the walls of their painting

Do you would like to move to 
another Place? If Yes , Why? no, my district is perfect Closer to the center

Yes, because I want my own 
private space may be a little 
bit closer to the center of city

yes, i live far from metro 
station

Hell yeah. Because. A lot of  drunk people, boring and dull place, there is 
almost noone from my circle of communication

yes. in the center 
(Chernyshevskya). silent street, 
parks, a lot of cafe and puublic 
space I do not want to move anywhere right now нет

Yes, I would like to live on 
Krestovsky :) because the 
environment is better, less noise. yes, from my parents ^^ yes.Krestovsky island No, in the center of cool

What amenities are around 
your Building? Which are you 
using? 

2 big yard on the both sides, 1 
kindergarten, 1 yard for children 
to play and with some equipment 
for trainings, one parking zone 

The barrier, parking, road signs, 
Traffic, playground

garbage bins, banches, 
parking. I use garbage bins, 
banches there is periodically renovated children playground. i don't use it

i don't use anithing. only shops to 
buy some foods

I think there is no amenities around my duilding, 
so use none

There is a small parking (for 5 
cars), I have no use The yard-well - not landscaped

we have a big office building in a yard, it 
takes about 50% of yard. Almost other 
place takes children zone. Also we have 
few semi-underground parkings but the 
place in them costs too much. 

playground, basketball court, 
supermarket, many private shops 
and cafes , a monument

There is a playground in good condition. 
Footpaths whole. But there is no place to 
park.

Is there a good neighbourhood 
community?  What are you 
doing together? 

there isn't community, but I know 
all my neighbors from my level, all 
grannies that always sit on the 
benches near home and I know 
some people from near houses 
that have dogs

Personally, I do not, but there is a 
board of active tenants

i never communicate with 
them

there is good audibility and almost every week I hear how around 4-5 am 
dudes from floor that placed lower try to kill each other. people above are 
fucking Gypsies

with one flat. but 1 per 2 month 
we talk

If there is any neighbourhood community, I don't 
know nothing about it нет greet No, no

yes
we like walking with our dogs 
together We greet

How much time do you need to 
get to your Job?  Are you Using 
Public transport? 

yes, I use different kinds of 
transport 

By car and without traffic jams it's 
about 15 minutes, by bus or tram 
plus by foot is about 50 minutes

By public transport 55 minutes
But soon I will ride on the truck 
and then the path will be 25 
minutes

About an half an hour on foot 
and half an hour on metro 
(summary one hour)

45 minutes, i use metro and 
busses

I use public transport, it's quite cheap in comparison with europe but we 
have lower income there. what is really convenient is underground, but as i 
see it is convenient only in downtown around Nevsky. It takes around 1h 
1.15 to get to work 1 hour 15 min.

It takes 20-45 min to get to the university for me 
driving the car (depends on the time of day) and 
I think it thakes 50-100 min to get there by public 
transport (depends on the time of day and type 
of transport)

I take the subway, missing 40 
minutes to get to work Ja ich 40 Minuten

5 minutes on foot. But also i'm studying in 
the university and i need from 30 minutes 
to about 1 hour to get there by a car.

i need about 40 min to get to the 
University 
I`m using metro

15 minutes, sometimes I use when I go 
to the other place

How much much time do you 
need to go to City Centre?

10 minutes by metro plus 7 
minutes by foot = 17 minutes 30 минут About an 40 minutes 1 hour 45 min 1 hour

It takes 20-40 min driving the car (depends on 
the time of day) and it thakes 30-50 min to get 
there by public transport (depends on the time of 
day and type of transport) 20 минут I live in the center from 30 minutes to 1 hour 50 min in the center

Where do you spend your free 
time? 

in the centre of city, in cafes, 
parks, walking around, in 
summertime walking around in my 
district 

and sometimes in the middle of 
town

what is free time? i don't 
have it((( my sport gym, theathers, bars, clubs parks cafe musem at home, at the cinema, in the car home / in public places I almost do not have it at home or walking with friends

university
cafes
clubs
home 
in the park close to the Baltic sea

On Rubik's) home, in the park, in the city 
on various attractions, etc., out of the city 
to visit in the summer cool

How do you spend your free 
time? Sport, chating, walking

The tennis courts, bars, cinema, 
exhibitions

i love to walk in the city 
center overthink my position in the world walking in the center with friends

doing housework,watching films,driving to 
different places to do different things I walk, talk with friends

If you have time - walk, I ride a 
bike on Vasilyevsky Island. In the 
summer I go on the Baltic Sea

Play computer games, programming, 
walking, watch video, reading

I do all that time permits, by reading 
books and drinking firewater friends to 
translating ideas into reality. Working with 
wood, the machine, walking, writing 
poems, playing musical instruments. 
Riding a scooter. Yes, the sea of all that 
comes into my head. I'm trying to grow! I 
am learning materials on its activities

far away / but affordable 4 4 3 4 8 3 3 1 1 5 2 3
the floor plan / square meters 1 6 5 1 3 1 2 1 1 6 6 7
a nice area / the surroundings 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2
beautiful and representative 4 6 4 7 1 8 3 2 3 8 1 2
the overall condition of the 
apartment 3 8 3 3 3 5 1 1 1 1 1 2
Your own parking lot 3 6 8 8 4 8 2 2 5 5 1 8
near to the centre 1 6 3 2 5 3 7 2 2 5 3 3
Do you want to buy or do you 
prefer to rent? Buy Buy Rent Rent Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy

Why?

More expensive in long period to 
rent, than buy one time 
apartment, stability Rent is not reliable

I don't have money for 
buying it's much more advantageous investment in yourself))

because all my life to rent - is 
wasted money and effort

In Russia, the way life is. If you do 
not - it's bad

money for rent better spend for something 
else, in my country your own apartment is a 
thing for a whole life and also for childrens 
and their childrens etc...

I would like to live in his house, and 
arrange the way you want!

What would be your dream flat / 
building ? 

3-5 levels, big kitchen, nice 
surroundings, a lot of windows, 
nice view Large and spacious

My own house with 2 flours 
and a terrace

Krestovsky ostrov or simply good new block with friendly people and 
infrastructure 

wide, big windows, silent place 
with park and public spaces) spacious and bright, 3 bedrooms

most with views of the sea or 
river.
Low-rise buildings (up to 6 or 7 
floors)

4 rooms or more, big kitchen, with good 
soundproof, warm floor. Building must be of 
bricks it should be my own big house 

Cozy and warm, was happy to return to 
his house!

Space for Remarks:
in russian it could be much more colourful about sickness of the place 
where I live Sorry for my English=) Smile CPMP !! The world is beautiful!))
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Appendix: Houseing Survey - made in December 2015



age 22 21 23 20 22 23 24 23 24 23 19 24
job student Студентка Engineer/student economist Designer secretary civil engineer accountant Архитектор Programmer student designer
married No No No Yes No No No No No No No No
Do you have children No No No No No No No No No No No No
If  yes , how many? 0
Where are you living (Address , 
doesn’t have to be precise)?

Saint-Petersburg, nalichnaya 
street 

I live in the Nevsky district, near 
the subway, in new home Novoizmailovskii prospect St. Petersburg, M. Toreza Lenskaya St., Porokhovye municipal district, Krasnogvardeyskiy district

Bogatyrsky,  (metro station 
Kommendantsky prospect) Piskarevskiy prospekt СПб, ул. Курская д.5

historical city center in SaintP, 
Ligovskiy prospect St. Petersburg, Kondratievskiy pr.

Primorsky district.apartment 
complex-Юбилейный квартал SPb, Lahtinskaya

In what Building-Type is your 
located Flat?  ( Kruschovka , 
Komunalka , new mass housing  
etc. ) Panel house 1970-1980 A new residential complex Panel house Kruschovka Typical nine-storeyed flat block 1-ЛГ-504Д series panel housing

Khrushchyovka 
series 1 ЛГ-606-7М 
1967year Old fund with overhaul historical heritage new mass housing new mass housing reworked komunalka 

How many stories does your 
House have? : 12

The house has several sections 
and each section of different 
heights (14 to 22) 10 5 9 10 9 5 7 from 11 to 17 28 7

In what Kind of Flat are you 
living? ( shared / owned / 
rented ) own own Dormitory rented owned shared owned own rented owned owned Together
How many rooms are in your 
Flat? 3 1 1 1 3 kitchen, 2 rooms and hall 2 4 4 3 2 rooms 2
How Many people live there? 4 0 3 2 me and my parents (3) 2 and me 0 4 3 2 3

Do you have a Car – if yes 
,where you’re Parking? yes, near house In the courtyard I don't have a car no

My father has a car and he is parking it in his own garage in garage 
construction co-operative ("гаражно-строительный кооператив" or 
"гаражный кооператив") that located between Belorusskaya St. and 
Kommuny St. nearby place we live (about 1 km). In the front of our flat 
block there is Okey supermarket with parking. Due to lack of parking 
places in yard of the block people try to park their cars on the supermarket 
parking. The house was built in 1970-80s and obviously there is very a 
limited number of parking places. That is why cars are left everywhere in 
the sidewalks along the streets etc. It's usual to see traffic jams in nner 
courtyard of the building, because cars drive into the yard and leave it, the 
place is very narrow and they need to pass. also not so far ago the street 
was closed and drivers used the yard as a detour no

I have
on the sidewalk near the house нет i havent yes, in a yard or nearby No

Do you like your Flat? Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

What do you like about your 
Flat? 

A lot of windows, cosy apartment, 
wide walls Location, repair, space It's warm and clean

price of rent (6000 
roubles/month) nice home improvement

wide room, big kitchen, big 
windows

most of all I like about the apartment is that it 
goes to the end of 3 sides of the house: the 
northern, eastern and western, there is a lot of 
light in the daytime. big square

Large apartment and a large room 
in which I live space it's new.I like the complexs 

Being in the center, close to work and 
although she battered the time it felt a 
comfort!

What do you miss or don’t like 
about your Flat?

about 70m2, for 3 room apartment 
too small, kitchen is only 6m2 -

There is not enough space 
for living with 3 neighbors

Bath, kitchen and nice 
design

I do not like neighbors, the place I live is quite far from underground 
stations, extremely boring and dull environment (2 restaurants, 2 doner 
kebabs, mc'donalds, 1 mall, children library are all sightseeing, but what is 
crucial supermarkets, hypermarkets are located within easy reach from the 
flat block), lack of the place (3 rooms, but in block of that series three-room 
apartments are the smallest)

we have highway near by our 
house/  noisily

I don't like the fact that the house is made of 
concrete panels, constantly cracks in the joints, 
in the cold season to the apartment is cold, 
because it is on the edge, and it is stuffy 
because of the large number of radiators. I also 
don't like the kitchen area and the bathrooms 
are very small, but this is a typical problem. not like two adjoining rooms Hosts smoking

soundproofing, good windows, a better 
heating

dont like noizy neighbours.
too thin walls

Layout, their geometry. The light, the sun 
does not get into the room.

Do you like the Building? yes, but looks not really nice Да Yes no nothing attractive, just box not so much more like it than don't like да да yes yes д

What do you like about your 
Building and its surroundings?

close to subway, big yards with a 
lot of trees on the both sides of 
house, good neighbors , a lot of 
schools, kindergartens, small 
shops, really green zone, close to 
bay and close to beautiful small 
river where a lot of people cycle, 
run, chill out New nice house, well-kept yard

It's a good building which was 
reconstructed recently. There 
is a shops, mentro station, 
parks and anything else what 
I need not far away from my 
building. 

backyard with trees and 
flowers supermarkets are close

we have a child court inside the 
yard 

I like the way the building is located in the sides 
of the world and the fact that there are a lot of 
apartments, facing both east and west. Also 
there are lods of green spaces close to the 
house, there is gym, and Neva Embankment is 
about 15-minute walk.

Art der Architektur, ist der Park in 
der Nähe von

The building is historical heritage. 
All the necessities of life (drug 
stores, shoppin, and so on) next

good position in the city, not too far from 
center and with  good transport system, 
excluding metro=) 

development 
close to the sea

Only the facade) Well, the front is also 
quite nice) And else stucco on the walls)

What do you miss or don’t like 
in your Building or its 
surroundings

a small quantity of cafes and 
spaces for hobbies and relax -

Elevator can be used only for 
to move up, not down. food stores

in the yard of the block there is school. after all that Beslan and other 
terrorist shit, school was fenced and this step on the one hand is atempt to 
save children (but it's fucked school, no smart children there) so it's good 
but on the other hand there is no sports ground nearby except one that 
was fenced with school. and it sucks when u need to climb the fence 
because u want to make some exercises. also there is football pitch and 
this pitch is new. it was  built 2-3 y ago and there is extra fence that even 
harder to climb over. and if u do that then special fighting grandma, who 
protects school from terrorists LOL will call police and say that we planted 
a bomb. long story short - we don't have enough bars for pull-ups a lot of cars

The house is located next to a busy city highway 
because of that in the apartment noisy and a lot 
of dust and dirt all the time. There is no good 
places to go to eat or to drink a cup of coffe 
except 1.

I do not like: Nearby is the district 
court, because of this in the yard 
consistently cars are parked

It smells of exhaust fumes from 
cars.
Few green spaces, no place to 
walk.
Nowhere to walk the dog

parking places, somewhere we have walls 
of aerated concrete instead bricks, it is hard 
to place something on it (like a lamp) more noncommercial buses Repairing the walls of their painting

Do you would like to move to 
another Place? If Yes , Why? no, my district is perfect Closer to the center

Yes, because I want my own 
private space may be a little 
bit closer to the center of city

yes, i live far from metro 
station

Hell yeah. Because. A lot of  drunk people, boring and dull place, there is 
almost noone from my circle of communication

yes. in the center 
(Chernyshevskya). silent street, 
parks, a lot of cafe and puublic 
space I do not want to move anywhere right now нет

Yes, I would like to live on 
Krestovsky :) because the 
environment is better, less noise. yes, from my parents ^^ yes.Krestovsky island No, in the center of cool

What amenities are around 
your Building? Which are you 
using? 

2 big yard on the both sides, 1 
kindergarten, 1 yard for children 
to play and with some equipment 
for trainings, one parking zone 

The barrier, parking, road signs, 
Traffic, playground

garbage bins, banches, 
parking. I use garbage bins, 
banches there is periodically renovated children playground. i don't use it

i don't use anithing. only shops to 
buy some foods

I think there is no amenities around my duilding, 
so use none

There is a small parking (for 5 
cars), I have no use The yard-well - not landscaped

we have a big office building in a yard, it 
takes about 50% of yard. Almost other 
place takes children zone. Also we have 
few semi-underground parkings but the 
place in them costs too much. 

playground, basketball court, 
supermarket, many private shops 
and cafes , a monument

There is a playground in good condition. 
Footpaths whole. But there is no place to 
park.

Is there a good neighbourhood 
community?  What are you 
doing together? 

there isn't community, but I know 
all my neighbors from my level, all 
grannies that always sit on the 
benches near home and I know 
some people from near houses 
that have dogs

Personally, I do not, but there is a 
board of active tenants

i never communicate with 
them

there is good audibility and almost every week I hear how around 4-5 am 
dudes from floor that placed lower try to kill each other. people above are 
fucking Gypsies

with one flat. but 1 per 2 month 
we talk

If there is any neighbourhood community, I don't 
know nothing about it нет greet No, no

yes
we like walking with our dogs 
together We greet

How much time do you need to 
get to your Job?  Are you Using 
Public transport? 

yes, I use different kinds of 
transport 

By car and without traffic jams it's 
about 15 minutes, by bus or tram 
plus by foot is about 50 minutes

By public transport 55 minutes
But soon I will ride on the truck 
and then the path will be 25 
minutes

About an half an hour on foot 
and half an hour on metro 
(summary one hour)

45 minutes, i use metro and 
busses

I use public transport, it's quite cheap in comparison with europe but we 
have lower income there. what is really convenient is underground, but as i 
see it is convenient only in downtown around Nevsky. It takes around 1h 
1.15 to get to work 1 hour 15 min.

It takes 20-45 min to get to the university for me 
driving the car (depends on the time of day) and 
I think it thakes 50-100 min to get there by public 
transport (depends on the time of day and type 
of transport)

I take the subway, missing 40 
minutes to get to work Ja ich 40 Minuten

5 minutes on foot. But also i'm studying in 
the university and i need from 30 minutes 
to about 1 hour to get there by a car.

i need about 40 min to get to the 
University 
I`m using metro

15 minutes, sometimes I use when I go 
to the other place

How much much time do you 
need to go to City Centre?

10 minutes by metro plus 7 
minutes by foot = 17 minutes 30 минут About an 40 minutes 1 hour 45 min 1 hour

It takes 20-40 min driving the car (depends on 
the time of day) and it thakes 30-50 min to get 
there by public transport (depends on the time of 
day and type of transport) 20 минут I live in the center from 30 minutes to 1 hour 50 min in the center

Where do you spend your free 
time? 

in the centre of city, in cafes, 
parks, walking around, in 
summertime walking around in my 
district 

and sometimes in the middle of 
town

what is free time? i don't 
have it((( my sport gym, theathers, bars, clubs parks cafe musem at home, at the cinema, in the car home / in public places I almost do not have it at home or walking with friends

university
cafes
clubs
home 
in the park close to the Baltic sea

On Rubik's) home, in the park, in the city 
on various attractions, etc., out of the city 
to visit in the summer cool

How do you spend your free 
time? Sport, chating, walking

The tennis courts, bars, cinema, 
exhibitions

i love to walk in the city 
center overthink my position in the world walking in the center with friends

doing housework,watching films,driving to 
different places to do different things I walk, talk with friends

If you have time - walk, I ride a 
bike on Vasilyevsky Island. In the 
summer I go on the Baltic Sea

Play computer games, programming, 
walking, watch video, reading

I do all that time permits, by reading 
books and drinking firewater friends to 
translating ideas into reality. Working with 
wood, the machine, walking, writing 
poems, playing musical instruments. 
Riding a scooter. Yes, the sea of all that 
comes into my head. I'm trying to grow! I 
am learning materials on its activities

far away / but affordable 4 4 3 4 8 3 3 1 1 5 2 3
the floor plan / square meters 1 6 5 1 3 1 2 1 1 6 6 7
a nice area / the surroundings 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2
beautiful and representative 4 6 4 7 1 8 3 2 3 8 1 2
the overall condition of the 
apartment 3 8 3 3 3 5 1 1 1 1 1 2
Your own parking lot 3 6 8 8 4 8 2 2 5 5 1 8
near to the centre 1 6 3 2 5 3 7 2 2 5 3 3
Do you want to buy or do you 
prefer to rent? Buy Buy Rent Rent Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy Buy

Why?

More expensive in long period to 
rent, than buy one time 
apartment, stability Rent is not reliable

I don't have money for 
buying it's much more advantageous investment in yourself))

because all my life to rent - is 
wasted money and effort

In Russia, the way life is. If you do 
not - it's bad

money for rent better spend for something 
else, in my country your own apartment is a 
thing for a whole life and also for childrens 
and their childrens etc...

I would like to live in his house, and 
arrange the way you want!

What would be your dream flat / 
building ? 

3-5 levels, big kitchen, nice 
surroundings, a lot of windows, 
nice view Large and spacious

My own house with 2 flours 
and a terrace

Krestovsky ostrov or simply good new block with friendly people and 
infrastructure 

wide, big windows, silent place 
with park and public spaces) spacious and bright, 3 bedrooms

most with views of the sea or 
river.
Low-rise buildings (up to 6 or 7 
floors)

4 rooms or more, big kitchen, with good 
soundproof, warm floor. Building must be of 
bricks it should be my own big house 

Cozy and warm, was happy to return to 
his house!

Space for Remarks:
in russian it could be much more colourful about sickness of the place 
where I live Sorry for my English=) Smile CPMP !! The world is beautiful!))

61The Dream of own Flat 
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01   New Pedestrian Zone Bolshaya 
Morskaya. Beautiful Petersburg, 2015

The Change

While some citizens leave up the city to itself, there was also a quite 
huge movement in the last years. Organisations have been formed, 
people started to act and change began. 
Related to its history, which was characterized by the two world wars, 
the era of communism, the follow-ups of privatization, economic 
collapses and restrictions, Russia and so Saint Petersburg (SPB), are 
still stuck in a jungle of bureaucracy that somehow paralyzes a change. 
However, people are acting - slowly in small steps. And what they 
achieved so far, surprises most uninvolved people by giving them hope 
for more changes to follow.
Most of these ´younger´ organisations are privatly initiated and formed 
by groups of interested friends and acquaintances. Their number is 
rising and becomes big enough to have a voice in the troubled city, the 
required contact with the administration can begin. The quantity of 
actors and supporters is therefore decisive to exert enough pressure on 
the leading government. As already mentioned the bureaucracy in 
Russia is lamed and makes answers and decisions lumbering. Only the 
pressure of a large number of demanding people drags the authorities 
to answer and reply to their requests. 
In conclusion, most of the changes take place with less funds but much 
more effort of dedicated, motivated and convincing people.

Bottom-Up Activities: 
The City changed by the People 
for the People

Saint Petersburg, Russia´s second biggest city, 

is a city of contrasts. Its original European 

architecture from the 18th and 19th century 

remained nearly undamaged. But unfortunately, 

it is subjected to plenty of problems concerning 

its less urban spaces, undeveloped pedestrian 

infrastructure and the number of private cars 

and traffic in nearly the whole city. When the USSR 

collapsed and the privatization of public 

infrastructure began, new different approaches on 

how to use the environment and how to behave 

within the city started. Questions include the 

public space, its acessibility and utilization. 

Vehicles nearly parking everywhere, a lack of 

green areas, dilapidated playgrounds and potholes 

in the road surface are just a few of 

St. Petersburg‘s problems influencing its citizens‘ 

daily life.

 Sarah Bastubbe
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Areas of organisation´s influence

Beautiful Petersburg

Velosipedizatsiya SPB - bicycle roads

Arts for the City
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02   Selectes activities in SPB.                      
Author‘s own Illustration, 2016 
03   Selected acts in the center                         

The Interactives, the Athletes and the Gamers

One of these actors of change is `Beautiful Petersburg .̀ It is one of the 
biggest and most influential movements so far, using the ability to get in 
touch with people and inhabitants to get things started. This group 
works with citizens’ reports about urban problems, does urban re-
search, operates with educational activities and shares experiences, 
initiates events and actions and, overall, encourages the cooperation 
with the government.1

Another mover is the ´ Velosipedizatsiya St. Petersburg ,̀ which is invol-
ved in creating an expanded and fully developed bicycle-road system 
for the city and its surroundings, like it already exists in this kind in other 
cities. For that the activists work together with bigger, international 
organisations, like the European PRESTO, but also with polls and 
researches. Their process of creating and acting is not only sportively 
inspired, but also in a more universal way of thinking: To create a grea-
ter accessibility to the city and a healthier atmosphere by building up 
bicycle roads.2

´Arts for the city´ instead, acts more on playing and gaming. They 
recover run-downed districts with art, games and more (p. 6). 
However, this is just a selection of active groups, there are still more 
other actors and organisations forming.3 

Pedestrian 

Zone

Red

 Triangle
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04   Game in the Red Triangle.                           
Arts4city on Instagram, 2014

05   Woman riding her bicycle.                
Velosipedizatsiya, 2015

The Gamers: Arts for the City

The artistic community is a project launched by the European National 
Institutes of Culture network (EUNIC) and the Centre for German and 
European Studies (St.Petersburg State University – Bielefeld University).  
It runs for one year (September 2015 – September 2016) and the actors 
are experts, creatives and citizens and do not only make art by themself 
but want to open public discussions on how art projects can upgrade 
the environment - in European cities and SPB.4  

The project comprises designing and implementing special participato-
ry art projects in periphery areas - run-downed, neglected spaces with 
a lot of potential, like the Red Triangle. A creative space of old, bricksto-
ne ruins near the Obvodni canal and Old Town (Fig.3 and 4).5 

Their aims are to build multidisciplinary dialogues between European 
and Russian creative communities, to develop networks, knowledge and 
skills through public discussions and applied workshops as well as to 
scale up micro-level creativity in the city local neighbourhoods.
After the project’s first year and an accumulation of its experiences, it is 
planned to maintain the network of artists and researchers and to 
develop the researched areas further.6

Yes, I take my bike for work    30.1%
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06   Bike in Saint Petersburg.                   
Velosipedizatsiya on Instagram, 2015 

The Athletes: Velosipedizatsiya St. Petersburg

This community project is connecting several parts: 2796 enterprisingly 
citizens, Velo-Piter - the local bike club, Beautiful Petersburg, politics, 
media and also shops in the city. 7 Providing bike maps on their website, 
giving advice on how to organize and handle with constructing a whole 
new infrastructure and working with bikeschools are only one way. But 
also festivals, interviews and public bike rentals are part of their acting. 
Joining shops offer their customers parking lots, supporters mark the 
ways for biking with special stickers and photos on instagram are 
hashtaged with ´ velosipedization´. 8 An anonymous poll on the Russian 
online social media VK where 1.500 people voted, shows why the 
bicycle is not everybody’s common daily way of transport: Time and 
distance, stereotypes, fear of theft, danger and dirty streets are the 
biggest doubts. But still, an undeniable and even growing number of 
bikers exists. 9

34.3%

12.4%

10.6%

10.7%

1.8%

69.9%

No, because ...  
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07   Conceptual version of pedestrian zone 
in Bolshaya Morskaya Street.                  
Anton Vaganov, Vlad Malishko,             
Beautiful Petersburg, 2015 The Interactives: Beautiful Petersburg

The actions of Beautiful Petersburg are spread nearly all over the city, 
but especially in the city center, where most problems are rooted. 
Krasimir Vranski, the organisation´s founder, uses the modern way of 
communication to bring people together: daily posts on VK to inform 
citizens, online links to other projects, presentations and overall, 
the own „Beautiful Peterburg“ app (p. 10) are only some ways to 
communicate.10 The biggest approach so far is the transformation 
of a former traffic road in the city center, Bolshaya Morskaya, into a 
pedestrian zone (Fig. 6 and 7). In July 2015 the city authorities had 
taken a final decision on the transformation and two months later, the 
part of the Nevsky Prospect to the arch of the General Staff was freed 
from the cars and parking lots. The social movement took two years to 
show and prove that this part of the street has big potential and needs 
to be transformed.11 
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08   Conceptual version of pedestrian 
zone. Beautiful Petersburg, 2015

N
evsky Prospect

General Staff´s Arch



Beautiful Petersburg App
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Bottom-up the future!

The actions of these organisations show only a small part of what is 
happening in SPB, however, it is a lot. Using a simple and fast way of 
communication via smartphone application as seen above is nearly the 
easiest way to do something. 
But another big part to mention is the number of citizens who are not 
participating in a special organisation but are doing something on their 
own. These people are just unconfident with their surrounding, knowing 
that the government doesn´t really care and will not change anything. So 
they decide to plant a tree, transform their backyard into a nicer and 
common shared place or paint grey walls in new colours. 
If people are not acting or even complaining, how should authorities 
know what or how to change. The modern society will be more and 
more led and made by the citizens themself, how the growing number of 
non-government- and non-profit-organisations, but also citizens´ groups 
and privatly initiated acts show. 
So start your change!

1. Take a picture 

of the problem in 

your surrounding.

2. Send it via app 

to the govern-

ment.

3. Wait for their 

response, they 

have 30 days.

09   Solving problems via app. Beautiful 
Petersburg, 2015; Map, author´s own 
illustration.

Problems via App

Solved Sent Refused
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Preserving the past

In 2013 a new shipyard was created for the reconstruction of historic 
ships in Saint Petersburg. The first project started with assembling the 
mid-ship frame of the Poltava, a Russian battleship built for the Russian 
Navy in 1712. The ship was named after an important victory for Russia 
over the Swedish Empire in the Battle of Poltava. It was the first battle-
ship built at the St. Petersburg Admiralty shipyards.1

With the help of historical data and complex research the ship is being 
built by the best specialists in wooden shipbuilding. The shipyard has 
its own design office and research department, with more than 60 
carpenters involved in this project. Based on the research many models 
were built first. Many institutions are included in this project like the 
Library of the Academy of Sciences, Russian State Archive of the Navy, 
Central Naval Library, Central Naval Museum and Russian State Archive 
of Ancient Acts. 

The ship is planned to be finished by 2017 following construction works 
of the museum complex.2

01   Reconstruction of the Poltava 
battleship, Maria Shtein

Julian Gelsenlichter
Daniel Bernt Shipbuilding in St. Petersburg:

A Mirror Image of the City

With the foundation of St. Petersburg the Russian 

fleet was born. The shipbuilding industry is histo-

rically connected to the origin of the city and the-

re is also a big importance for the economic and 

political situation of Russia and St. Petersburg 

today. 

The shipbuilding industry had to be adjusted many 

times to react on new situations. Its purpose was 

mostly military. Many conflicts like the Great Nort-

hern War or the First World War affected the ship-

building industry dramatically. 

We will find parallels between nowadays and the past 

if we look at today’s problematic political situa-

tion between Russia and many Western countries.

And it‘s the foreign policy which affects the ship-

building industry in St. Petersburg in the stron-

gest way.
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Foundation of St. Petersburg   
after the Great Northern War. 
Russia gained the connection 
to the Baltic Sea.4

1703

Trade in the Baltic Sea flouris-
hed. But very modest deve-
lopment of Russian merchant  
fleet. First submarines.4

18th century 1850s

The lost Crimean War as an 
impulse for the industrial mo-
dernisation of Russia.4

04   Looking over the roofs towards the big port, Julian Gelsenlichter, 2015

02  Waterfront area characterized by ports, industrial facilities and warehouses, Author‘s own Illustration, 2015 

03 Ship-repair facility, Julian Gelsenlichter, 2015 

Big port and industrial area at the 

waterfront

Newa River 

5.000 m
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1880s 1905 1912

Industrial Revolution in Russia 
started. Creation of large-
scale industry. Foreign inves-
tors are playing a crucial role.4

Defeat in the Russo-Japane-
se war in the far east. Before 
the war, Russia had the third 
most powerful navy in the 
world.4

Large construction program-
me for the Russian Navy. It 
was interrupted by the out-
break of the First World War in 
1914.4

Admiralty Shipyards

The oldest shipyard in St. Petersburg was founded in 1705. This ship-
yard was part of the tsar’s ambitious naval strategy to reach the ice-free 
Baltic Sea and create a navy to protect Russia‘s interests in this vital 
region.3 New Holland, founded in the 1730s, was part of the Admiralty 
Shipyards. Now there are plans to revitalize the former timber 
warehouse for cultural use.5

Today it‘s the largest shipyard in St. Petersburg located by the Neva 
River. It‘s USC-owned which means that the shipyard is 100% in state‘s 
hand. The shipyard is specialised in military vessels and submarines, as 
well as scientific and exploration vessels, search and rescue vessels 
and tankers, and its main clients include the Russian navy and state 
agencies.4 

LEGEND

ADMIRALTY SHIPYARDS

NEW HOLLAND BROWNFIELD

INDUSTRIAL AREAS

05  Big industrial structures vs block typologies, Author‘s own Illustration, 2015 

06 New Holland Island, Julian Gelsenlichter, 2015 

Newa River 

1.000 m
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1917

St. Petersburg hosted 13 
ship- yards in total. Dread-
noughts and the destroyer 
Novik were built there.4

1928

Stalin`s five-year plans aimed 
to expand the industrial pro-
duction rapidly.4

1947

The Cold War was characte-
rised by military competition 
between the socialist  and ca-
pitalist blocs.4

United Shipbuilding Corporation (USC)

The USC is the biggest shipbuilding company in Russia. The company 
is 100% state-owned and was founded in 2007 by the Russian govern-
ment to solve problems of the Russian shipbuilding industry.
It‘s creation was aimed at strenghtening the state‘s control over the 
shipbuilding industry. There are 10 USC companies in St.Petersburg, 
including Admiralty Shipyard, Baltic Shipyard etc.

USC was expected to solve some critical issues undermining the com-
petitiveness of the Russian shipbuilding industry, such as upgrading 
outdated production facilities and technologies. However USC has been 
criticised for its poor performance.4

Recently USC was put on the sanctions list, as it is state owned and a 
supplier of the Russian Navy.6

The corporation now has to face trade issues and has to take responsi-
bility for production delays, as parts from partners in Europe are no 
longer allowed to import.

Russian Government Russian NavyWorld Politics

EU/US 
sanctions

import and export issues

state owned supply issues

United Shipbuilding 

Corporation - USC

07   Diagram of ship industry in Russia 

5 Shipyards

in St Petersburg

5 Design Bureaus

in St Petersburg
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1990s

Deep financial and personnel 
crisis due to the political and 
economic turmoil.4

2007 2014

The government approved the 
development strategy of ship-
building in Russia until 2020. 
Foundation of the  USC.4

Ukraine crisis. Supply issues 
caused by sanctions from the 
West. 4

08  Northern part of Kirovsky District, Igor Fedenko, 2010

Importance of the USC

Shipbuilding is an essential part of Saint Petersburg as it shaped the 
appearance and the economy throughout the whole history of the city.

Today 80% of the countries shipbuilding happens in Saint Petersburg.
The USC has a major role in this branch, because it is state owned and 
holds 80% of all Russian Shipyards.
The company is deep rooted in the international market, as it maintains 
commercial parnerships all over the world exporting and importing 
parts and whole ships.
Still, 75% of the orders originate from the Russian defence industry and 
the military.

Big apartment complexes beside huge harbor areas,
the „skyline“ mixed from cranes and apartment towers. 
The shipyards are part of the image of Saint Petersburg
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Conclusion

Russia‘s shipbuilding industry is very dependend of St. Petersburg. 
The advantegeous location at the Baltic Sea  is the most important 
factor for this industry. Just like in former times, the shipbuilding branch 
is heavily influenced by the state and the navy.We don‘t know how the 
development of the shipbuilding industry in
St. Petersburg will be, as it is influenced by a great amount of different 
factors including world politics.
However, shipbuilding is one of the most important parts of St. 
Petersburg‘s history. And sometimes it‘s important to look into the past 
to understand the future.

08   Photo: Icebreaker „Moskva“, Julian Gelsenlichter, 2015
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St. Petersburg is the cultural capital of Russia. It is a city with great 
history, cultural and landscape heritage. In 1990 the „Historic centre of 
Leningrad and related groups of monuments“ was included in the 
UNESCO‘s World cultural and natural Heritage list. Since the end of the 
1990s, the „point“ building was started in the historic centre, that 
threatened a city-wide silhouette. In 2005, it was declared by city 
administration as St. Petersburg‘s architectural heritage „of the supre-
me value“. Unfortunately, under pressure from developers, much of the 
territory was excluded from the protected zone of the historic centre.
However, today almost 7800 objects are nominally under state 
protection: buildings, engineering structures, gardens and parks, 
ponds and canals, monumental and garden sculpture, historic burials 
and archaeological sites. 

Since 2007 there have been at least twenty public protests per year 
against the destruction of historic buildings and green areas in 
St. Petersburg. It is very important along with other metropolitan cities 
worldwide, to develop the city taking into account modern tendencies of 
urban development and the needs of society.  But we also need to pay 
attention to the holistic architectural and spatial environment, historical 
urban landscape for protection of the city identity, its attractiveness for 
us and our future generation.

Students of SFU chose 7 reasearch topics that are very relevant for the 
scientific school of IAiD. In their works, students tried to answer  
important questions: 
Is it possible to keep up with the times and not at the expense of cultu-
ral heritage?
Is it possible to develop a private business, thus benefiting the city and 
not to the detriment of its appearance; to use their investments to 
transformation of urban public spaces?
Is it possible, thinking about the improvement of the ecological state of 
the city, to restore the system of canals and small rivers, creating an 
unique intimate public space, which were covered during the construc-
tion of transport communications, and, as strange as it sounds, for 
reasons of hygiene in the XIX-XX centuries?
How to attract attention to at least the unique monuments of history, not 
only tourists, but also an investment for their further detention?
How has housing changed with the development of the city and the 
change of political situation in the country? What is „elite accommodati-
on“ and what is the shape of the modern sleeping areas?
Whether the concept of „landscape urbanism“ is appropriate in the 
cultural capital?
Is it possible to bring people back to the embankment, and make the 
space not only a lot of plot, but also environmentally transformed?
What has been done for the ecological improvement of the urban 
environment of St. Petersburg, and what the problems need to solve 
during developing of the city environmental infrastructure?

St. Petersburg 
From the Russian Point of view

Natalia Unagaeva

James Byrum: Church of the Savior on 
Spilled Blood, St. Petersburg, 2011.
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Housing is a reflection of the quality of life.

Housing is the largest and most important part of a city.  Habitable 
architecture is formed gradually as a result of the ideologies of 
separate historical periods, dependent on social, political, economic, 
environmental and technical points of view. In comparison with 
other components of the urban environment are often subjected to 
renovation and reconstruction that it follow to modern architectural 
trends. St. Petersburg was founded in 1703. The city is a unique 
monument of town-planning art. The main feature is the clarity and 
conciseness of the planning structure and the complexity of the 
ensemble of residential areas. Residential architecture reflects the 
bright stages of its development in Russia. 

Periodization of the Development

The problem of the house is a problem of the 

epoch.The equilibrium of society to-day depends 

upon it. Architecture has for its first duty, in 

this period of renewal, that of bringing about a 

revision of values, a revision of the constituent 

elements of the house.

Le Corbusier

Klavdiia Kamalova
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Periodization of housing Legend

until 1903

1903 - 1917

1918 - 1930

1930 - 1938

1939 - 1950

1956 - 1980

1980 - 2000 15
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01   The fragment of the plan of              
Saint-Petersburg by Schubert, 1828 
02   The Moika river embankment.            
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2007 
03   Plan of Summer Palace of Peter, 
Summer Palace of Peter I, Kamalova 
Klavdiia, 2007 
04   Winter Palace. Kamalova Klavdiia, 2007 

Until 1903

The date of the founding of St. Petersburg is considered to be 16 (27) 
may of 1703. First existed as a fortress. The first housing estate 
appeared along the southern shore of City Island (St. Petersburg side). 
In 1760 developed the type of urban house. Store is in 3-4 floors. 
Planning structure of buildings evolved enfilade type. The facades are 
decorated with rich decor.
However, the main impetus for the development of residential 
architecture was the result of active inflow of urban population 
in the end XIX – beginning XX centuries.

1903 – 1917

Profitable house became the first solution to the resettlement of people 
in large cities of Russia. This apartment intended for rent. Planning 
structure consists of small areas that are located along the corridor.

1
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05   Profitable house by A. F. Zimmerman. 
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
06   Apartment house by G. A. Schulze. 
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
07   The fragment of photoplan of       
Saint-Petersburg, 1939 
08   St. Petersburg. Tractornaya Street. 
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
09   Plan of Tractornaya Street. 
10   Plan of apartment. 
11   Tractornaya Street. Kamalova Klavdiia, 
2015
12   The building No.55 on the Kamen-
noostrovsky Street. Kamalova Klavdiia, 
2015
13   The building No.55 on the Kamen-
noostrovsky Street. Kamalova Klavdiia, 
2015
14   Courtyard of the building No.55 on the 
Kamennoostrovsky Street. Kamalova 
Klavdiia, 2015
15   Ground floor plan of the building No.55 
on the Kamennoostrovsky Street.
16   The building No.13 on the embankment 
of Karpovka. Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015
17   Courtyard of the building No.13 on the 
embankment of Karpovka.
18   Ground floor plan of the building No.13 
on the embankment of Karpovka.

1918 - 1930

A new period was aimed at improving the living conditions of workers. 
As a regional planning adopted worker’s settlements. The priority of 
space-planning decisions of residential architecture has been appointed 
to the apartment. For example is the residential complex on 
«Tractornaya street» in St. Petersburg, architects are A. I. Gegello, 
A. S. Nikolskiy, G. A. Simonov. The residential part of the complex 
consists of 16 three-four storey building of section type. The house uses 
several types of apartments ranging from compact one bedroom to 
three bedrooms. 

1930 - 1938

Housing of this period is characterized by the construction of the point 
building. Individual design contributed to the emergence of unique 
objects with complex planning and organization bright stylistic features 
of constructivism.

1939-1950

The construction of this period focused on improving the structural 
strength of houses and the rate of growth. The modular system for 
planning and beginning the industrialization of the production. The 
result is a new typology of residential buildings for families. The layout 
structure is characterized by an exaggerated quarter. Floors housing up 
to 5-6 floors. The apartments bear the name „Stalinka“.

5 6
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19   Moscow Avenue, 1974 
20   Building on Moskovsky prospect, 2010 
21   Moscow Avenue.                              
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
22   The plan of the southern part of the 
Moscow district, 1945-1975
23   Novosmolenskaya embankment. 
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
24   The plan area of Krestovsky island,1992
25   The building on the Korablestroiteley 
Street. Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
26   Novosmolenskaya embankment. 
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015
27   St. The building on the Printers Street. 
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2014 
28   The building on the Warsaw Street. 
Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
29   The building on the Korablestroiteley 
Street. Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 
30   The building on the Kamennoostrovsky 
Street. Kamalova Klavdiia, 2015 

11

10 12

13

1956 - 1980

By 1957, he graduated from the stage of entry into the room. A new era 
of industrial housing began. The development of the earth is 
accelerated.  
Planning structure of the neighborhood type. 
„The first generation of“ small home, compact organization and unit 
walk-through rooms. The apartment was functional layout is divided into 
public and private zones. The room dimensions have been updated in 
accordance with a set of furniture and equipment. 
The apartments bear the name „Khrushchevka“.

1980 - 2000

The housing was constructed on the basis of the quality of develop-
ment planning (improved type). The number of floors increased to 16 
numbers.  In the early 2000s, dominated by infill development within the 
historic town centre. 

at the present stage

Housing at the present stage of development makes the transition from 
point building to complexity.  Organizational structure aims to open 
floor plan, first floor mostly given over to maintenance. The emergence 
of luxury property high level of comfort.
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Public space design manual is a ground for development of official 
regulating policies in the sphere of government-business-citizen relati-
onship on public space. 

Privat vs. Public Open Spaces

Business, big or small, has an impact on the image 

of public space. Our goal is to make that impact 

positive. First step towards that goal is a 

creation of leverages, legal instruments for 

business, city officials and general public to work 

together on public space development. Our project 

is an example of the first such instrument - public 

space design manual.

Alexander Arutyunyan,
Alexander Voronkov
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2

01    Map of public spaces of center St. Petersburg. Authors‘ own illustration, 

Streets

Squares

Legend:

Parks

1
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Citizens

Project goals

2. Creating a public space design manual prototy-
pe - basis for official regulating policies.

1. Improving quality of public spaces with 
the help of private capital.

3. Involving businessmen in public space 
improvement.

Such policies are the instrument for city 
officials to regulate building activity of the 
business in a way beneficial for both citizens 
and enterpreneurs. 

I think we can help each other

Investing in public space development will 
create an attractive environment for people 
who will bring the capital back to enterpre-
neurs

The key here is to make businessmen under-
stand that investing in public space improve-
ment is beneficial for them

Government

Business

02   Enterpreneur-citizen relations. Authors‘ own illustration, 2015
03   Goverment role in public space development. Authors‘ own 
illustration, 2015
04   Business and public space development. Authors‘ own 
illustration, 2015
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The classification defines what business and citizens expect from public 
spaces and how they tend to use different types of them. 
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05   Classification of public spaces. Authors‘ own illustration, 2015
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Public space design manual prototype. Street with public catering enterprise.

Sidewalk cafe placement zone

Clear sidewalk space for transit 

Hardcape and greenery zone

Bike lane

06   Zoning layout. Authors‘ own illustration, 2015

Legend:
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07   Usuing fence-mounted flower beds for enclosing 
structures’ design. http://st2.depositphotos.com, 2015 

08   ill-advised sidewalk cafe design. http://s1.postimg.
org, 2011

09   Placement of advertising structures on sidewalks is 
prohibited. https://chrisbernardo.files.wordpress.com, 
2012
10   Sidewalk angle and greenery prevent pedestrian 
way from accumulating water. http://varlamov.ru, 2014

11   Cyclists are protected from traffic by parking lots 
that have a clear space for exiting the vehicles safely. 
http://www.citylandnyc.org, 2000

12   Rainwater flows directly to the green sidewalk 
keeping pedestrian way from accumulating water. 
http://st2.depositphotos.com, 2012
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Sidewalk cafe placement zone

Clear sidewalk space for transit 

Hardscape and greenery zone 

Bike lane

Sidewalk cafe and temporary trading construction placement zone

Public space design manual prototype. Square with public catering enterprise.

13   Zoning layout. Authors‘ own illustration, 2015

Legend:
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14   Example of design guidelines implementation. http://
images.travelpod.com, 2014

15   In-line seating placement does not encourage people 
to spend time in the area. http://www.activemice.ru, 2013

16   Example of temporary commercial or other type of 
structure design. http://st2.depositphotos.com, 2012

17   People  making ways through the greenery are the 
result of poor pedestrian routes planning. http://imperiolab.
ru, 2015

18   The right way to allocate seating. Ian Gehl, 2012

19   Clear and visible markings on the ground help prevent 
accidents. http://gre4ark.livejournal.com, 2015
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Example of local public space design policy implementation. Ploschad’ Muzhestva square

Points of attraction

Pedestrian walkways

20   Pedestrian route map. Authours‘ own 
illustration, 2015. 

Legend:

Based on actual pedestrian 
movement scheme



21   Ploshad‘ Muzhestva square zoning map. Authors‘ own 
illustration, 2015

Sidewalk cafe placement zone

Clear sidewalk space for transit 

Hardscape and greenery zone 

Bike lane

Sidewalk cafe and temporary trading construction placement zone

Legend:
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before

after

Example of local public space design policy implementation. Ploschad’ Muzhestva square
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107Harbor, Port and Canals

Functioning of canals and harbors of historical part on the city and 
Vasilyevsky Island.

In the precincts of St. Petersburg takes a lot of rivers, canals and 
streams. The total length of waterways is 300 km, of which about 20 
artificial canals length of about 160 km. The total length of all water-
courses in the area of St. Petersburg up to 282 km, and the water 
surface is about 7% of the total area of the city. The main waterway of 
the city - Neva River, which flows into the Neva Bay of the Gulf of 
Finland. The length of the Neva River 74 km. At present, the length of 
the river within the boundaries of St. Petersburg is located 32 kilometers 
- 2/5 of its length. Before you join the Gulf of Finland, the Neva splits 
into many branches, including: Malaya Neva, Moika, Fontanka, Griboye-
dov Canal, Kronversky and Kryukov canals, Bypass, Black River, Small 
and Big Ohta, Small, Medium and Large Neva and other rivers and 
canals. All these many large and small rivers and canals formed a set of 
islands where located and St. Petersburg, which is also called the 
Venice of the North. 

Northern capital of Russia is famous not only by numerous rivers, 
canals, lakes, beautiful parks, a magnificent architectural ensemble, but 
also there is a large number of harbors, different in size, purpose and 
beauty. And here is the number of ports. As used today? Harbour lost 
its historic purpose, most of the ports became an industrial or deserted 
areas. Water space not used for recreational purposes and recreation, 
there is no human contact with the water. Basically, canals and rivers 
are used for excursions on water transport for tourists to learn about the 
city‘s attractions.

Harbor, Port and Canals 

By the number of rivers, canals and streams of 

St. Petersburg ranks first in Russia and one of 

the first places in the world. During the existence 

of the city of hydrological network has experi-

enced significant changes. City Building in the 

low swampy site required construction of canals 

and ponds for drainage. But over time, their ori-

ginal function has changed significantly. The aim 

of our study are to identify historic features 

water spaces and analysis of existing use. It is 

important as today changed the purpose and rele-

vance to the water space of the city? How are 

the water areas of St. Petersburg?

Katia Kilina
Nastya Gorsha
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02   Diagramm canais of St.Petersburg , Kilina and Gorsha,2015
03   Diagramm of the water space of St.Petersburg, Kilina and Gorsha, 2015
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04   Zoom in 1: Scheme of water space of 
St.Petersburg, Kilina and Gorsha, 2015 

Legend
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Waterfront public space 

Museum

Cathedral, temple

Driving water areas the historic city and the Vasilyevsky Island

As in other parts of the world in our time, the younger generation of 
residents of St. Petersburg connection with their place of living is less 
crowded. Hooked on the new pro-thinking technologies, the people 
unwittingly, and therefore wasteful ispol¬zuyut natural resources. In this 
area for living, working and recreation neravno¬merno distributed in the 
urban fabric in different areas. Transportation networks built in order to 
communicate, in fact even more divided territo¬riyu city as a whole, and 
the area of   water area of   St. Petersburg in particular.Rivers, canals and 
ponds that were until recently the treasure city, turned into one of the 
problem areas of its territorial structure, in which the new transport 
system only increased fragmentation of the urban fabric and increased 
inequality between regions. The reason is the absence of a specific 
identity of the region‘s water areas in the general picture of the city, 
ignoring their role as an integral part of the city in the course of urban 
development activities.In the city at least 93 rivers and canals. In St. 
Petersburg, 19 canals: Bypass, Griboyedov, Swan, Winter Canal, Kryukov 
Canal, Canal Novo-Admiralty from Crestana, paper, new, herring, sea, 
skipper, Ligovsky (only partially preserved), Volkov, rowing, Salon Buyans-
ky, Mechnikov, Big and Small canals on the island of Stone.
For analytical work was highlighted area and the historic city of Vasilyevs-
ky Island for further study of the use and functions of existing bodies of 
water that have been lost.
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05   Photo Griboyedov canal, http://spbhi.
ru/showplace/reki/kanal-griboedova.html
06   Photo Bypass canal, http://spbhi.ru/
showplace/reki/obvodnyi-kanal.html
07   Photo Kryukov canal, http://spbhi.ru/
showplace/reki/kryukov-kanal.html
08   Photo Kronverksky canal, http://spbhi.ru/
showplace/reki/kronverkskii-kanal.html
09   Photo Canal  Stone island, http://spbhi.
ru/showplace/reki/kanaly-kamennogo-ostro-
va.html
10   Photo Volkovskiy canal, http://spbhi.ru/
showplace/reki/novye-kanaly.html

A brief description of the canals

City of St. Petersburg is the largest metropolis with a unique water sys-
tem, the water area of   which reaches 840 sq. km. All of these bodies of 
water have their own uniqueness and historical origins. The main and 
most beautiful canals, which are routes of river walks are Griboyedov 
canal, Winter Canal, Karpovka, Swan channel sink Monastyrka, Neva 
Bypass Canal, Fontanka River, Black River.As we all know, Petersburg 
was built in marshy areas. And one of the marshes, in the past, takes the 
place of today‘s Square of Arts, flowed not very deep, but very winding 
river called Krivusha. Due to the fact that it was very dark water, she was 
nicknamed „Black.“ In the years 1739-1740, the swamp was drained and 
Krivusha connected with a sink through the Stables Canal, which became 
the beginning of time in this channel Griboyedov. Griboyedov Canal was 
built in the mid 18th century.Construction work on the organization of the 
channel led FV Baur , KF Moder , I. Borisov. Kryukov Canal is considered 
one of the oldest canals in St. Petersburg . The story begins with its 
creation in 1717 . All work entered successfully under the leadership of S. 
Kryukov .At that time , when the education of St. Petersburg , Stone 
Island has suschestvoval.Protokov was five , but the name got two of 
them - small and large. Construction of the Bypass Canal began in 1769 
and continued until 1780 . The project led by an experienced engineer LL 
Carbon. Construction Kronverksky channel was conducted over twelve 
years , and in 1715 the canal was completely ready .One of the newest 
channels of St. Petersburg can rightly be considered Volkovskiy , or as it 
is otherwise known as Volkov and Dudergofsky canal. 

Caption

1- Griboyedov canal

2- Bypass canal

3- Kryukov canal

4- Kronverksky canal

5- Canal  Stone island 

6- Volkovskiy canal
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11   Zoom In 1: Master plan of St. Petersburg 
2015-2025. Card of borders of functional 

zones.
12   Zoom In 1: Scheme of comparison of the 
master plan of the city and the existing state, 

Kilina and Gorsha, 2015 

Caption

1- Recreation zone

2- Public and business zone

3- Living sector

4- Bridge construction

5- Urban highway values

6- Alluvial area

Comparison of the Master Plan of St. Petersburg till 2025 and the 
current situation

The scheme of the new general plan shows the construction of new 
speedways, bridge from Dmitrov on Krestovsky Island, added aggrada-
tional area, municipal and warehouse areas are converted into social, 
business and residential areas 
In the historical part of the city almost is not expected no change, 
except for the transfer of municipal storage zones in the area of social 
and business. in the southern part.
Significant development of the area is expected in the north-western 
part of Vasilyevsky Island, this is due to the construction of a bridge 
across the island.
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13   Zoom In 1: Scheme of improvement of water spaces, 
Kilina and Gorsha, 2015 

How landscaped canals and rivers in the central part of the city?

There is no consistent system of landscaping. The most part of the 
shoreline is accessible by personal transport  If you compare the lands-
caping of the central historical part and the periphery, in the central part 
of it is more suited for recreation and leisure people.

All canals are encased in concrete and do not have access to a natural 
body of water. Basically, all the canals are used as transit along roads 
and sidewalks. Along the canal there is almost no landscaping. Closer 
to the periphery (south-west) located ports in such areas landscaping is 
completely absent. as they relate to the municipal warehouse zone, and 
no sanitary protection landscaping.

Caption
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Minor road
Water space

Recreation
Cemetery
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14   Zoom In 1: Scheme of transport availability of the 
coastline, Kilina and Gorsha, 2015 

Main road
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Water space

Recreation
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Transportation provision of the waterfront

The southern and eastern sides of the coastline poorly served by 
public transport, over against the western and northern sides 

On the coast of the Gulf of Finland accessibility underdeveloped, but 
today many projects focused on the development of the area.
Just transport support to the stretch of water is carried out under-
ground lines, but on Vasilyevsky Island there are only two stations that 
do not provide access to and people are forced to use additional 
transport.
In St. Petersburg, there are three branches of water excursion mode 
of transport, mainly their routes in the historic part of town

Caption

Tram routes
Trolleybus routes
Taxis
Metro line
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Stops
Radii of accessibility to public
Water transport routes
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15   Table of historical functions, Kilina and Gorsha, 2015 

How have the function of canals? 

During our research the comparative table of historical and modern 
functions of canals was made. Having analysed the table, it is possible to 
draw a conclusion that main objectives of historical water utilities of St. 
Petersburg were transportation, storage, fight against floods, service of 
fresh-water inhabitants of the city, connection of the rivers, protective 
function. Also canals intended for drainage of the district, water commu-
nication, fire-fighting.

The most outstanding and the longest of artificial water canals of St. 
Petersburg was the Bypass canal. It was advanced at the beginning of the 
19th century, and was the important thoroughfare. It connected port and 
headwaters of Neva. It is an artistic image, cultural feature of the city.
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16   Table of modern functions, Kilina and Gorsha, 2015 

Over time water canals of St. Petersburg lost the historical functions. 
Many of canals were filled up because stopped being necessary to the 
city. Such as were Red canal, Maslobuyansky canal, Ligovsky canal, 
Vvedensky canal, Shkipersky Canal. It is necessary to tell about the 
Salnobuyansky canal which was filled up partially, and other its part 
became the new bed of the river of the Buckle.
Today canals are the resting place of tourists and locals in the city 
center. Also they carry out esthetic and ecological functions. Canals 
remind rich and eventful history of the city. It should be noted that a 
large number of sights of the Northern capital are located along canals. 
Therefore for a sightseeing arrange tourist excursions on the rivers and 
canals of St. Petersburg.
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17   Project 1/Waterfront Gallerny harbor. Nastya, Gorsha. 2015 

18   Project 2/Waterfront the Gulf of Finland. Katia, Kilina. 2015 

Embankments of canals and harbors are executed generally from a stone. 
For them there is no gardening, also almost there is no contact of people 
with water. They aren‘t adapted for physically disabled people at all. 
Embankments of St. Petersburg look primitively and monotonously. 
Therefore, for increase of appeal of the embankment it is necessary to 
make individual design. For example, the landscape organization of 
galerny harbor in historical part of the city is presented in the project 1. 
Such embankment will attract inhabitants and tourists, and also physi-
cally disabled people to rest at water and on water. 
Marine Embankment of the Gulf of Finland is a face of the northern capital 
of Russia at entry into the city on ferries and liners. But at the same time 
it isn‘t arranged well at all. The embankment is surrounded with garages 
and automobile highways. Therefore on the project 2 the landscape 
organization of sea Gulf of Finland Embankment which has the individual 
style is presented. Also it is multipurpose and is available to all. This 
embankment can become a large point of an attraction for residents and 
tourists of a modern urban environment of St. Petersburg.
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01   Pesochnaya embankment, St.Petersburg. 
Evgeny Yakushev, 2013
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Do you have water in St.Petersburg waterfront public spaces?

St.Petersburg was very lucky, the city has a rich cultural heritage and 
history, beautiful architecture, rivers, canals and the Gulf of Finland. 
Petersburg area of 1439 square kilometers, the water is about 10% of 
the city. The length of about 300 km of watercourses, there are 42 
islands and 800 bridges.

In St. Petersburg, the huge potential of water areas, which unfortunately 
is not used. Embankments St. Petersburg may be the hallmark of the 
city. However, the attention is given only to views of the city and pano-
ramas, which open from the river. The city does not pay attention to the 
river. There are well-equipped embankments, but there are no water-
front public spaces. Most of these embankments are intended for 
transit functions and some walking and short-term rest.

Unfortunately, there are those waterfronts, which there is no access for 
people. Outside the historic center of waterfront all hidden from eyes at 
all. They are behind the blue fence.
Many embankments, suitable for walks, in the city center of are empty 
and unclaimed. Firstly because the pedestrian part of the waterfront is 
narrow, on which advertising and information carriers, stops of public 
transport and street trading

Secondly because unreasoned walking. Most embankments are loaded 
by highway with very rare pedestrian crossings, so water is often not 
possible. Most of the embankments is loaded highway with very few 
pedestrian crossings, so the approach to water is often not possible. A 
long walk on the promenade along the water also seems problematic: 
each bridge, a pedestrian has to cross three traffic lights on the road, 
waiting for a green signal every few minutes. This is a common problem 
for the whole of St. Petersburg.

Waterfront Public Space

I would like to become a river, a beautiful river

And to flow wherever I want!

...

But I am a city child,

And the rivers here are dressed in granite.

I love nature, but what rings my chime is 

The urban landscape.

- Mike Naumenko, 1984

St. Petersburg - a city on the water. Neva River, 

small rivers and canals, provide the city with an 

exceptionally spacious sweep, visual richness and 

unique granite embankments

Evgine Petrosyan
Mila Zabolotnaya
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02   Rough map of public spaces and industrial areas. 
Petrosyan Evgine, Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016 
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03   The scheme of waterfronts arrangement.                      
Petrosyan Evgine, Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016 

Positive and negative characteristics.

St. Petersburg lacks convenient pedestrian promenade, and the need 
for them there. There is no convenient resting places near the water. 
There is no access to most part of the waterfront and the coastline has 
basically no conveniences.
Positive characteristics
+ Citizens of the city and tourists are drawn to the city center
+ Beautiful city view
+ Additional modes of transport
+ Economic benefit
Negative characteristics
- Limited access to water for residents
- Heterogeneity and deficiency of solid system of punlic spaces
- Disturbed ecosystem, contaminated surface water
- Isolation and difficult embankments
- Lack of infrastructure along the waterfront
- There are no facilities for people with limited mobility
- The lack of functional saturation 

1
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04   Usage of areas                                
Petrosyan Evgine, Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016

Legend

Public spaces

Private spaces

Water

Is it possible to return the river to the city? 

On this card are represented how the waterfront is privately owned and 
which part is the public space.
Most of the areas are privately owned
The most of the private spaces industrial and warehouse zone, but also 
has a commercial purpose.

Many of the old industrial building is demolished, some converted into 
housing and office space on the former docks to create clubs for practi-
cing water sports, to create a network of pedestrian and bicycle paths, 
to provide citizens access to water, to create a public space on the 
waterfront.

1
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05   The project proposal of waterfront arrangement 
Petrosyan Evgine, Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016

How to use waterfront public space?

1.Balanced development of walking biking and transport infrastructures.
2.Disposition of hardscape on the waterfront.
3. Functional and landscape optimization of shoreline. New parks 
instead of industry.
4.Expansion of coastal infrastructure, leisure places and public spaces.
5.Polluted water treatment and ecosystem rehabilitation on the water-
fronts.
6.Formation of signs of places and attainment of identity of embank-
ments.
7.Reformation of waterfronts to the vehicle-free sector pedestrianizati-
on.
8.Arrangement of conditions for the usage of embankments  at sunset-
to-sunrise time.
9. Alternation of transit spaces and leisure places. Creation of local 
places of attraction  along the whole embankment.

Legend

 Actively used the waterfront

Transit territory waterfront 
(zone short rest )

Water

Harbor area waterfront

Natural coastline                         
(minimal anthropogenic pressures )

Alluvial area

1
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06   The general concept                                
Petrosyan Evgine, Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016

The revival of the historical memory of 
the citizens, their combination with 
modern technologies and trends

Multifunctional space with a dominant 
function.

Formation marks the place and 
achievement of identity embankments 

Naturally, with a short transit use.  
Active use.
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Ecological revival of the waterfront and 
the creation of new attractors. 

Physical environment, transportation, 
information, public facilities and 
services.

Balanced development of pedestrian, 
bicycle and transport infrastructure.

Alternative energy, recycling water and 
materials, eco-friendly materials.
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07   The project proposal of waterfront public spese 
Petrosyan Evgine, Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016

Legend:

Functional zone

Green way

Squares and parks

Art

2

3

The project proposal of waterfront public spase.

This map presents the project of functional zoning of public spaces, 
which primarily will become points of attraction for the inhabitants of 
the Islands of St. Petersburg.
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08   Waterfront river Smolenka, project 1.                      
Evgine Petrosyan, 2016 

09   Waterfront river Malaya Neva, project 2. 
Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016

2

3

On this, slide you more information about what functions in more detail 
zones.
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Waterfront river Smolenka, project 1.

The first project offer is the improvement of the waterfront of the river 
Smolenka. The project area is surrounded by residential development. 
The territory has only a walking and transit function. It is not attractive 
for residents. Our goal is to make the territory of the multifunctional, 
interesting for people of all ages and accessible for all. 

10   Project 1. Waterfront river Smolenka. General plan. 
Evgine Petrosyan, 2016 

11   Project 1. Waterfront river Smolenka. Section.  
Evgine Petrosyan, 2016
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Modular system,project 1.

It was developed functional modular system. Each module has unique 
dominant function: business zone, sports zone, zone of active rest and 
children‘s zone. The project used only ecological materials.

12   Project 1. Waterfront river Smolenka. 
Modular system. Evgine Petrosyan, 2016
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In summer and winter the area will be used actively. It is very important 
for the climate of St. Petersburg.

13   Project 1. Waterfront river Smolenka.              
Using the site in the summer  Evgine Petrosyan, 2016

14   Project 1. Waterfront river Smolenka.               
Using the site in the winter  Evgine Petrosyan, 2016
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Waterfront river Malaya Neva, project 2.

The projected territory is located on Petrovsky Island, between the river 
Malaya Neva and Petrovsky pond. The project proposal is to maintain 
the natural environment along the pond and landscape the territory 
along the River Malaya Neva. 
On the territory of Petrovsky pond most preserved natural environment, 
it is supplemented with picnic zone , walking zone, rest zone, are 
equipped with tracks for soil conservation. All zones may be used both 
in summer and in winter.

15   Project 2. Waterfront river Malaya Neva. General plan.
Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016 

16   Project 2. Waterfront river Malaya Neva. Section.     
Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016
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Conclusion

Starting studying the topic of waterfront public spaces, there was some 
questions. What can you offer the city with a rich history, so as not to 
spoil the prevailing form? Will the area along the river for the creation of 
public spaces? It may be worth, some of the coastal zone closed to 
cars and made pedestrian?
We need to remember the story and move on. St. Petersburg is the first 
city in Russia, which is ready for change. Because its citizens love their 
city and St. Petersburg has a lot of potential.
It is necessary to return the river to people, to create a balance between 
private transport, public transport and pedestrians. In place of asphalt 
and cars in such city as St. Petersburg is more expedient that there 
were bicycle paths, fountains, greens and design furniture.
Some of the embankments may become pedestrian and transport, 
where priority is given to the pedestrian. Some, where the traffic flow is 
small, does make the pedestrian. We can limit the traffic on weekends. 
Or conversely allow traffic during peak hours. We can limit the speed of 
transport. To limit or prohibit parking along the embankments. We need 
to think about the priority use of the waterfront summer and winter 
seasons.
In the new pedestrian zone along the waterfront is an art, area for 
artists, music and tetra. Waterfront as public space will be in demand 
for residents and tourists.

17   Project 2. Waterfront river Malaya Neva. Autumn view. 
Mila Zabolotnaya, 2016
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Landscaping of St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg has a long history, including the history of garden art. 
It is the most European city in Russia, it has a large number of 
priceless historic landscapes. Every park, garden or square in St. 
Petersburg, whether it is large or small, has its own history, features, 
style and atmosphere. A reasearch of the historical landscape of St. 
Petersburg is always interesting and useful, because we can learn 
something new from the experience of talented and professional garde-
ners and landscape architects.

Historical Landscape and 
Gardens 

The idea of landscape has a long history and is 

related with a particular relationship of man to 

the cultural environment, activities, places of 

historical events. Landscape is organically asso-

ciated with symbolic meanings and cultural values. 

It embodies the images of the historical epoch. 

Landscape architecture is rooted in ancient civi-

lizations. Since ancient times, people have used 

nature for their own purposes, including creating 

gardens. Every century landscape architecture 

takes on new features, thus accumulating the expe-

rience of previous centuries.

Darya Beloborodova,
Ksenia Dolgopolova
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Legend Ration of dates of creation
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01   v of St. Petersburg
02   andscaping of Admiralteyskiy district Author‘s own 
Illustration, 2015

Landscaping of Admiralteyskiy district

The Admiralteyskiy district was chosen as the object of research 
because it is one of four central  districts in St. Petersburg. 
The purpose of this research is to analyze the historical greening of 
Admiralteyskiy district and development of tourist routes on the territory 
of the district. The landscaping of district was divided in 6 types.

gardens

parks

embankments

landscaping of residential

boulevards

squares

Legend

gardens after World War II
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03   Historical parks of Admiralteyskiy district                             
Author‘s own Illustration, 2015

04   Concept of greenways              
Author‘s own Illustration, 2015

Parks are divided into categories by creation date. There are six 
time periods and the category of unknown date of creation. The 
most parks were created in the second half of 19th century. Few 
parks were created in the second half of 18th century. 

the first half of the 18th century

the second half of the 18th century

the first half of the 19th century

the second half of the 19th century

the first half of the 20th century

the second half of the 20th century

unknown date of creaton

Legend
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05   Protected gardens of Admiralteyskiy district                 
Author‘s own Illustration, 2015

It was found the ration between protected gardens and not 
protected ones of Admiralteyskiy district. The most parks are not 
protected. The most of protected parks are parts of house‘s 
territories. The most protected places were created in the first 
half of 18th century and the second half of 19th century. 

not protected places

protected places

35%

65%

Legend
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06   Route along objects of cultural heritage 
Author‘s own Illustration, 2015

Explanation:

1 - Alexander garden
2 - Nicholas Palace garden
3 - Alexis Palace
4 - Garden Demidov Poorhouse workers
5 - Palace garden of F. F. Yusupov
6 - Nicholas garden
7 - Garden of F. F. Yusupov
8 - Polish garden
9 - Garden „Olimpia“
10 - Square of Trinity Cathedral
11 - Garden expedition of State paper
12 - Garden Elizabethan’s Clinical hospital for juvenile children
13 - Garden on Old Believer community

It was offered touristic route along objects of cultural heritage. Large 
route was divided into two small ones for comfortable visiting. Two 
routes can be used together and separately.

After analysing historical parks of Admiralteyskiy district the concept of 
greenways was created. This concept shows relation between period 
before 20th century and after 20th century. It is created by pedestrian 
routes, boulevards and green streets and it is related with landscaping 
of residential areas.



3
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07   Route along parks with different time of 
creation                                                

Author‘s own Illustration, 2015

Explanation:

1 - Izmailovsky garden
2 - Square of Obukhov hospital
3 - Garden „Olimpia“
4 - Square of Trimity Cathedral
5 - Polish garden

It was offered touristic route along parks with different time of creati-
on: from  18th to 20th century. People can visit parks which are relate 
to different periods of creation. There are five main parks on the route. 
When people walk they visit parks from 18th to 20th cenury and then go 
back to 18th century. 
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08   Route through gardens               
Author‘s own Illustration, 2015

Pause:

1 Izmailovsky garden
2 Garden of the Marshal Govorov
3 Square of Obukhov Hospital
4 Vvedensky garden
5 Garden of  Lydia Klement
6 Garden «Olimpia»
7 The bakery «AM!» 
8 Children‘s Drama Theatre
9 Square of Trinity Cathedral
10 The coffee shop 
11 Polish garden
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09   Objects, which help to navigate                         
Yandex maps, 2015
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10   Gardens of touristic routes, 
2015                        
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Landscape urbanism is a new approach in the design and the planning 
of open spaces, where the landscape structures urban environment 
relevant functional zoning. The images above show specially protected 
birds Leningradsky region. These species are listed in the red data book 
of the Leningrad region. Rare and endangered species of birds, butter-
flies, plants of Leningrad region

 Chamber spring        Lycopodium ordinary     Viburnum opulus                Jaundice                     Swallowtail

       Peregrine                      Owl                      Buckthorn brittle      The Siberian 
spruce

The lady’s slipper 
common  

          Dipper                   Stock dove                       Bittern                      Black stork                         Kushka 

 Belohvost beech               Apollo                         Mnemosyne

01    The list of species listed in the Red 
data book of nature of Leningrad region 
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/
02   Animals , invertebrates , plants. 
Wikipedia: the free encyclopedia.2015. St. 
Petersburg, Leningrad region: Wikipedia 
https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%

Landscape and Urban Planning

The project consists of three parts: 

The first part is called the international 

experience, the second part presents rare and 

endangered species of birds, butterflies and plants 

listed in the red book of the Leningrad region of 

St. Petersburg.

Jildiz Asankozhoev
Antonio Rivas Smith



04 Lake St. Petersburg [online] https://maps.yandex.
ru/2

05 River St. Petersburg [online] https://maps.yandex.
ru/?
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           Malaysia: Kuala Lumpur Bird Park                                                                        Lake St Petersburg
  lake Ladoga                                 lake Onega                       
Lake Otradnoe

  In the parks home to 2000 species of birds                                                               River St. Petersburg

           Singapore: Jurong Bird Park                                  In the river are inhabited by several species of fish

02 The bird Park in Kuala Lumpur http://travel-to-parks.
ru/park-ptic-v-kuala-lumpure/#

03 Jurong Bird Park http://travel-invest.ru/park-ptic-v-
singapure-jurong-bird-park/

2 Article about the Park Kuala Lumpur. 2013: Article 
http://travel-to-parks.ruparkpti
-v-/#16/3.1431/101.6884

Natural area in St. Petersburg
                     World experience                                                                                            Our miniproject



06 Plane-tree-cube Nagold http://www.
baubotanik.org/en/buildings/cube/

07 Baubotanik – Building architecture with 
Nature [online] http://urbangreeninfrastructure.
org/downloads/speakers-presentations/

08 St. Petersburg. The lake is a Long, Primorsky districthttps://maps.yandex.ru/2/saint-
petersburg/
09 St. Petersburg. Krasnogvardeisky district, Malaya Okhtahttps://maps.yandex.ru

2 Baubotanik. Election 2015. German 
architects develop project on building botany: 
h t tp : / /www.5e lec t ion .com/2011/01/29/
baubotan ik-german-arch i tec ts-deve lop-
project-on-building-botany/
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Urban area in St. Petersburg
                     World experience                                                                                          Our miniproject

Plane-tree-cube in the city of 
Nagold (Germany)

This structure consists of living 
vegetation (trees) and some steel 
structural elements: frame, stairs 
and galleries.

Baubotanik – Building architecture 
with Nature
Dr. Ferdinand Ludwig, Baubotanik, 
Faculty of Architecture, University 
of Stuttgart, Germany

St. Petersburg. The lake is a 
Long, Primorsky district

St.Petersburg. Krasnogvardeisky 
district, Malaya Okhta

Here birds can is inside the room and free flight

Park inside the premises



10 The landscape of a new Park in Singaporehttp://www.
natali.ua/home/interior_design/28759/?print=yes

11 Saint-Petersburg. the Karpovka river embankment, 37 Abandoned five-star 
hotel «Northern crown»http://postila.ru/post/29017906

12 historic parks Tavricheskiy garden, Polyustrovsky Park, Udelny Park: St. 
Petersburghttps://yandex.ru/images/search?text=исторические+parks+Taurian+
garden++St.+Petersburg
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History  area in St. Petersburg
                     World experience                                                                                          Our miniproject

                     Park in Singapore                                                                  Hotel Northern Crown In St. Petersburg

Tavrichesky Park

Parks are the largest in the territory also includes natural 
complexes and objects having special ecological value

Polyustrovsky Park

Udelny Park

Park «South Bay» has an area of 57 hectares, 
containing 220 000 species of plants from all 
over the world.
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Ecological Infrastructure of the City 155

Urban ecology of Kirovsky district, Sankt Peterburg

The area is located almost in the center , it has a large industry area 
and it is on the banks of the Neva Bay. 

Ecological Infrastructure 
of the City

Ecology has historically focused on „pristine“ 

natural environments, but by the 1970s many 

ecologists began to turn their interest towards 

ecological interactions taking place in, and 

caused by urban environments.

Urban ecology is the scientific study of the 

relation of living organisms with each other 

and their surroundings in the context of an urban 

environment. The urban environment refers to 

environments dominated by high-density residential 

and commercial buildings, paved surfaces, and 

other urban-related factors that create a unique 

landscape dissimilar to most previously studied 

environments in the field of ecology.

Anastasia Dolgopolova
Elizaveta Skorobogatova



Water and green space  
Author‘s own lustration, 2015

1
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water

planting of greenering

SquareLegend

96,6% St.Peterburg

3,4% Kirovsky district

Population

6% Kirovsky district

94% St.Peterburgt

Consist of the population

15% teens, children

33% pesioners

52% other



Neva Bay

01   The current situation of the Kirovsky district  
Author‘s own lustration, 2015

1

Railway
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Legend

indastry

border area

planting of greenering

Industry used

30%

Kirovsky district

Production in the territory of the Kirovsky district:

Petrolesport, Sea fish port, Railway,Sea port of St.Petersburg,
Kirov plant (11 companies): agricultural and industrial machinery, power 
engineering, military machanical energeering, metallurgical production



Neva Bay

Kirovsky district

Green punctures to 
the Neva Bay Railway

Restoration of streams

Sustainable development

Ecological direction

02   Offer for environmental development of the Kirovsky district  
Author‘s own lustration, 2015
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Environmental 

Economic 
development 

Social 
development

Maintaining the 
quality of urban 
cultural and human 
exploration of the 
territory

Environmental quality 
artifical world

Preservation and 
restoration of the 
natural environment

Legend

industry

shore protection and protective constructions

ecological corridor

greening of space, introduction of „smart home“

greening of infrastructure

environmental production structure

“Technopark”

border area

Ecological corridor along rivers



SMART BUILDING

New construction Existing construction Historical buildings

03   Smart building        
Author‘s own lustration, 2015

04   Control smart building           
http://tech.dimanjy.com

05    Kolding Campus of the University 
of Southern Denmark http://archi.ru

06   Communication smurt house 
http://www.golovin.info

“Urban Ecology: Science of Cities“ explores the entire urban area; 
from streets, lawns, and parks to riversides, sewer systems, 
and industrial sites.

The atlas presents models, patterns, and examples from St.Petersburg, 
with numerous illustrations to enhance it.
Cities are analyzed, not as ecologically bad or good, but as places with 
concentrated rather than dispersed people. Urban ecology principles, 
traditionally adapted from natural-area ecology, now increasingly emer-
ge from the distinctive features of cities. Spatial patterns and flows, 
linking organisms, built structures, and the physical environment high-
light a treasure chest of useful principles.

We analyzed the problems and methods of creating and maintaining 
urban ecological environment as a complex of natural, nature-human 
and socio-economic factors that have a major impact on residents.
The ways of creating greener cities with energy-efficient, energy-active, 
intelligent buildings. Shown to improve the existing non-ecological 
areas of the urban environment: ekorekonstruktsiya ekorestavratsiya 
buildings and landscapes.
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modern building materials

security system;    -security detector,     -fire detector

the lighting in inside the building,     Street Lighting,      -motion sensors

automation of climatic systems;
-light control,     -ventilation control,     -control of air conditioners,

multirum

greening roofs

vertical gardening

-weather sensors,     -auto-dimming windows

leak detector emergency 
outage water

automatic tracking of the 
state of design

-the degree of deterioration 
of the structure
-qualities of air indoors
-drinking water quality
-state soil deformation

collecting and recycling 
waste

reserve power supply

-heating control

SUGGESTION

WORLD EXPIRIENCE



07   Offer for greeing of space of the Kirovsky district  
Author‘s own lustration, 2015

08   Biopositive fences  Urban ecology, 
Tetior AN 2008.
09   Hanging Gardens                
http://www.km.ru/nedvizhimost 
10   City of Greensburg, Kansas   
http://www.gardener.ru/
11   Techos verdes extensivos     
http://www.emprendoverde.cl
12   Water Permeable Brick         
http://www.diytrade.com/
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GREEING OF SPACE SUGGESTION

WORLD EXPIRIENCE

Biopositive fences

Vertical gardening

Introduction of water 
harvesting and reuse

Biopositive building

Permeable cover

3

5

2

1

1

2
3

4

3

5



WATER

1 3

2

1

2

13   Offer for water of the Kirovsky district  
Author‘s own lustration, 2015

14   Seoul. (Cheonggyecheon) 
http://tofogo.livejournal.com

15   Odessa                         
http://www.odcrisis.org/
16   Hydraulic structures    
ttp://ecohydroproject.ru

On the result of the analysis we have made a number of proposals 
based on the revival of the landscape, the formation of green corridors, 
restoration of streams as a means of organizing urban order.
There are formed 4 ideas, which are important for the urban ecology 
as a system.

The proposed environmental strategy for the St. Petersburg addressed 
not only to natural areas, and the transport system. as well as industry, 
i.e. infrastructure waste treatment. It means that for St. Petersburg is 
necessary to create a comprehensive environmental policy.
Industrial record to leave in the past and bring to the fore the comfort 
of the urban environment - the need for the development of a new 
quality of life.
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SUGGESTION

WORLD EXPIRIENCE

Restoration of 
streams.

Set of activities that 
help improve the 
environmental health 
of a river or stream

Bio-positive Buna. 

Structures also 
actively-biopozitive. 
Functions consisting 
of income of energy 
from alt.energy: sun, 
waves, wind

Coast-protecting 
structure.

They‘re strengthened 
the shore, quenched 
and wave energy, at 
the same time 
created the condi-
tions for fixing to the 
sub-fouling stratum, 
the cultivation of 
marine organisms 
and water purification

3



17   Offer for greening transport of the Kirovsky 
district  Author‘s own lustration, 2015

18   Biopositive highway              
http://avtomaniya.com
19   Hanging Gardens                
http://www.km.ru/nedvizhimost 
20   Green Wal                          l 
http://greenwall.su
21   Innovation road                    
https://www.pnp.ru
22   Greening transport.         
http://terraoko.com

GREENING TRANSPORT

1

23

4

1

2

3

4
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SUGGESTION

WORLD EXPIRIENCE

Biopositive highway.

Usage: road construc-
tion. Biodegradable 
highway is located 
above the earth‘s 
surface

Greening of walls.

There‘re also known 
as living walls or 
vertical gardens

Noise barriers.

There‘re the most 
positive method of 
mitigating roadway, 
industrial noise

Greening transport.

Sustainable of 
transporation that 
reduce level of 
impact on environ-
mental



23   Offer for industry of the Kirovsky district  
Author‘s own lustration, 2015

24   Garbage processing plant 
http://www.kp40.ru/news/socie-

ty/29774/
25   Skolkovo (Innovation Center) 

https://en.wikipedia.org
26   Alternative enefgy         
http://www.energya.by

27   Development of bioenergy 
http://nacep.ru

INDUSTRY

1
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SUGGESTION

WORLD EXPIRIENCE

Industrial complex

Reduction environ-
mental capacity. Raw 
materials vertical

Waste production

utilization and 
recycling. 

From rubbish to 
recycled

recycling plant

Reconstruction of 
industry

Techpark

Alternative energy

programm of create 
and development.

EU electricity will be 
generated by wind 
energy.

EU energy mix will be 
sustainable bio-ener-
gy

12

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Since its foundation few over 300 years ago, 
Saint Petersburg has had a tremendous influence 
on the political, economic and cultural development 
of Russia. Until today, not only Russians have 
an idiosyncratic relationship to the city created 
by force as the so-called „window to the West“. 
For Europeans, Saint Petersburg is the city 
where the European Baroque and Classicism 
converge with the Russian weather and proportions.

It always was and it still is a city that,  
unlike Moscow with its red Kremlin and Stalinist 
skyscrapers, seemed to be accessible and 
comprehensible for Europeans. Also that is why 
the landscapes of St. Petersburg represent an exciting 
subject to study. The surveyed topics range from 
socio-economic studies of shipbuilding, to housing, 
to political spheres, to old and new mythologies 
of St. Petersburg (the city as a theatre façade 
and the spreading of concrete fences respectively).

Students discovered and examined the various layers 
of the city with a critical curiosity, and by asking 
proper questions they sought for the ways 
to understand this very special mixture of classical 
architecture and Oriental manifold.
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